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Abstract
ATLAS A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS is a general purpose experiment to be
built for the LHC Large Hadron Collider in CERN Geneva	 This thesis examines
in detail two aspects of calorimeter simulation for ATLAS	 These two aspects are
the optimization of the calorimeter design for the detection of jets in the presence
of pileup and the development of analysis techniques to recognize and reconstruct
jets in simulated heavy Higgs events	 Results are presented for simulations using
the technical proposal version of the ATLAS endcap geometry	 Design changes are
introduced and tested in this geometry and the eect of these changes on energy
resolution is measured	 Next a detailed comparison of two jet nding techniques is
presented	 Each of these techniques are new to ATLAS analysis and are presented in
the context of a heavy  GeVc
 
 Higgs boson search	
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CHAPTER 
Introduction
When judging the performance of a detector that has yet to be built two
important and distinct types of tests must be performed at the simulation level	 The
rst type establishes that the detector can satisfy the primary performance require
ments assigned to it under a simulation of experimental conditions	 In the case of
calorimetry such requirements demand that particle showers and jets of particles be
detected with an acceptable energy resolution	 The second type of testing is more
specic and involves the simulation and reconstruction of physics signals the device
was designed to detect	 This thesis studies aspects of both of these detector design
requirements and in the process attempts to make an orderly progression from the
optimization of detector components to the use of those components to reconstruct
an interesting physics signal	
In order that the reader is familiar with the background material necessary
for this work a general introduction to several particle physics issues is given	 The
rst area discussed is the Standard Model of particle physics and specic attention
is given to spontaneous symmetry breaking and the Higgs mechanism	 Next brief
descriptions of the Large Hadron Collider and the ATLAS detector are given in order
to provide the setting in which the results presented here may eventually be applied	
The second chapter is devoted to a detailed description of the layout of the
ATLAS detector	 Particular emphasis is placed on hadronic calorimetry an essential
part of the research presented in later sections	

Once the layout of the ATLAS detector has been thoroughly described the
third chapter presents results of three dierent simulation studies performed to test
the rst of the detector design requirements namely to ensure that the detector meets
its primary design requirements	 Specically this chapter is designed to thoroughly
explore the performance and design of the ATLAS endcap calorimeter	 Simulations
were performed using the ATLAS technical proposal endcap geometry and include
the eects of pileup an important concern in the endcap region	
After the rst aspect of detector design has been tested and the adequate
performance of its primary tasks has been veried it is desirable to test the second
aspect of its design with a simulation of an interesting physics signal	 The fourth
chapter presents the results of a heavy Higgs reconstruction in a fully simulated AT
LAS detector	 These results are compared with particle level results for two dierent
jet nding techniques neither of which have been in use in previous ATLAS eorts	
A full description of each of these techniques is provided in this chapter	
Finally the fth chapter summarizes the conclusions of the work performed
here and discusses its relevance to ATLAS physics issues	
 The Standard Model
The Standard Model of particle physics is the most successful model of the funda
mental particles and their interactions yet developed	 The success of this model is
due to its attempt to reveal the relationship between matter and forces in terms of
particles and underlying symmetry  !	
The current Standard Model is built on the successes of three previous theo
ries	 The rst is Quantum Electrodynamics QED the theory which describes the


electromagnetic EM interaction with great accuracy and precision	 The success of
QED has led to its use as a model for the theories that have followed	 The next the
ory in the Standard Model progression is the theory of electroweak interactions rst
proposed by Glashow Weinberg and Salam in the late s and referred to as the
GlashowWeinbergSalam model  
!  !  !	 This model incorporates the successful
model of QED and provides a description of the weak force in terms of the exchange
of massive vector bosons  !	 The fact that the masses of these vector bosons were
successfully predicted from the theory before the particles were discovered is consid
ered one of the major triumphs of the model	 In the Standard Model masses of these
bosons are generated by the Higgs mechanism the verication of which is one of the
central themes in this thesis	 The third theory which makes up the Standard Model
is Quantum Chromodynamics QCD	 This is the quantum eld theory describing
the interactions of quarks through the strong colour eld  !	
The fact that the Standard Model is made up from three gauge theories means
that it is built up from three gauge symmetries	 These symmetries correspond to the
three fundamental forces relevant to particle physics namely the strong the weak
and the electromagnetic force	 The Standard Model gauge group is the product group
SU  SU
  U with the SU SU
 and U component groups being
associated with the colour weak and hypercharge symmetries	 The corresponding




and Z of the
weak interaction and the massless photon of electromagnetism	
The spin  
 or fermion content of the model is divided into two parts
both of which appear to come in three families	 The two parts which make up the
fermion content of the model are known as the quarks and the leptons	 Leptons
are fermions that interact under the weak but not the strong interactions while the
quarks are fermions that interact under the strong and electroweak interactions  !	

The observed fermion content of the model leptons and quarks is listed below in
Table 		
The predictions of the Standard Model have been tested and veried to un
precedented precision by experiments at the Large Electron Positron Collider LEP  !
SLAC and many other laboratories	 However there are several incomplete aspects of
the Standard Model such as the origin of mass is unveried the interactions are not
unied an explanation for why there are only three families does not exist there are
many  free parameters in the model

 ! gravitation is absent from the model
the mass scale is not natural ie	 radiative corrections to the Higgs mass suer from
large divergences requiring two quantities of order  
 
almost cancel to produce
a result of 

 this fortuitous cancellation is considered unnatural  !  !	  and
it provides no dark matter candidate	 These incomplete aspects of the model imply
that the Standard Model is only an eective theory	 That is the Standard Model is
a low energy approximation to an underlying theory	
One of the most important unanswered questions of the model is the origin
of mass	 It is widely believed that this question can be answered by invoking the
Higgs mechanism which requires the onset of spontaneous symmetry breaking of the
local gauge symmetry and provides a mass generation mechanism for both of the
SU
 weak gauge bosons and the observed massive quarks and leptons	 It also
predicts the existence of a massive scalar particle known as the Higgs boson	 The
best experimental verication of the existence of the Higgs Mechanism would be the
discovery of its physically detectable manifestation the Higgs boson	 Understandably
the discovery of this particle is perhaps the single most important quest in particle
physics today	
 
There are  parameters if  s are massless they are  coupling constants  parameters of the
Higgs potential  fermion masses  mixing angles and  phase in the Kobayashi	Maskawa matrix
and the vacuum parameter of QCD

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Table 	 The fermions of the Standard Model	

 Spontaneous Symmetry Breaking
Spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs when the Lagrangian of a system retains
its invariance under the symmetry group but the vacuum state ground state of the
system does not exhibit the same invariance  the symmetry is hidden as the vacuum
state breaks the symmetry  !	 To understand how this is achieved we consider the
case of a single complex scalar eld 	x and the U phase rotation invariant






























	 For this system the EulerLagrange equation implies
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 and " coupling strength
are positive or 
 
is negative while " remains positive " cannot be negative as the
potential must be bounded below	 The former case implies that there is only one
solution that of conventional vacuum with 	



























The second solution implies that the true vacuum corresponds to a nonzero vacuum
expectation value vev for 		 The spontaneous symmetry breaking potential is the





centred on the origin	 Figure 	 shows a 
D slice of the potential V 	
y
	
for both solutions to the spontaneous symmetry breaking condition	

V 	 V 	
	 	
Figure 	 Two versions of the simple U invariant Higgs potentials a The
conventional vacuum Higgs potential with  	   b a 
d slice of the spontaneous
symmetry breaking Higgs potential with  	  	
There is however a problem with the second solution to Equation 		 The
problem is that the scalar eld has an unphysical negative mass	 However this
situation can be remedied by means of a eld redenition of 	 where 	 is expanded












with x and x being real elds	 In this expansion the introduction of x takes




parametrises motion around the minimum ie	 the minimum is really a at circle	












































The justication for the eld redenition now becomes apparent	 Equation 	 is the
Lagrangian for two real scalar elds one of which x has a positive mass while

the other x is massless	 Both are physically acceptable elds	 Further this La
grangian does not explicitly exhibit the original invariance under phase rotations due
to the expansion of 	 around its vev yet by its very construction the Lagrangian
still possesses the underlying internal symmetry of the gauge group	 Because of this
the symmetry has been spontaneously broken and resulting in the appearance of a
massless eld NambuGoldstone boson which is free to move along the minima of
the Mexican Hat potential	
 The Higgs Mechanism
The exact mechanism by which the masses of the vector bosons and fermions of the
Standard Model are generated remains unveried  !	 However it is widely believed
that the Higgs Mechanism is the key to explaining this mass generation	
The Higgs mechanism is the application of spontaneous symmetry breaking to
a local gauge group	 Again consider the complex scalar eld but this time require
it to be invariant under local gauge transformation as well as having the Mexican























is the eld strength and the covariant derivative D
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As before we can expand 	 around its vacuum expectation value in order to recover
the physical scalar elds but the expansion is a little more complicated due to local
nature of the required gauge invariance	 In this case the second term of the Lagragian
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Again the eld redenition generates mass but this time for a vector gauge eld	 An
additional term is also generated which does not correspond to a standard interaction	
However this can be remedied by means of a redenition of the gauge eld allowing








































































One of the physical elds introduced in the symmetry breaking process x has
disappeared	 Once all trace of the NambuGoldstone boson eld x has been re
moved instead of a massless gauge eld the theory contains a massive vector gauge
eld B

x of mass m
B








What has happened is that the spontaneous symmetry breaking has caused the origi
nal massless gauge eld to absorb the NambuGoldstone boson x	 Colloquially the
massless vector boson has eaten the scalar eld x and in doing so has become
the massive vector gauge eld	 This allows the calculation of the W and Z vector






































are coupling constants and 
W
is the Weinberg or weak mixing angle	

So by means of spontaneous breaking of a local gauge symmetry aka The
Higgs mechanism gauge bosons can be given mass	 Beyond giving masses to the
gauge bosons the Higgs mechanism is remarkable in that it can be simultaneously
used to generate masses for the fermions in the theory  !	 Introduction of this Higgs
SU























With this generating mechanism the Standard Model predicts the existence
of a Higgs boson the physical manifestation of the Higgs mechanism but does not
predict its mass because very little of the Standard Model we have observed depends
directly on this mass	 However by imposing certain requirements of internal consis
tency on the theory the range of possibilities may be narrowed  !	 Two examples
of these requirements are triviality a trivial theory would be noninteracting at low
energies and unitarity the probability of scattering from a particular state to an
other grows with energy and can be greater than one  !	 The upper bound on the
mass obtained by imposing these constraints is of the order of  TeVc
 
	 However
the predicted width of the Higgs boson mass peak in this mass range is very large
creating diculties in any attempt to accurately measure the mass of a very heavy
Higgs boson	 For example an  GeVc
 
Higgs boson has a width in excess of








Current experimental limits show that its mass is greater than about  GeV
and planned accelerator upgrades in the near future LEP II should be able to
extend the mass range of the search only up to about  GeVc
 
	 Therefore it
would be useful to build an accelerator capable of searching for the Higgs up to at
least  TeVc
 
	 At this energy either the Higgs will be produced or some other

exotic particle signifying new physics will be discovered	 The LHC will be the rst
accelerator capable of exploring this mass regime	
 LHC
 Physics Interests
The most prominent physics question that it is hoped the LHC will answer is whether
or not the Higgs boson exists	 The Standard Model Higgs boson is predicted to
lie in the mass range below  TeVc
 
 making the entire range of possible Higgs





	 There are many Higgs particle production mechanisms possible
at the LHC	 However since the LHC will be a protonproton collider the dominant
process for Higgs production up to a Higgs mass of around  TeVc
 
is gluon fusion
with a signicant contribution from vector boson fusion processes for heavy Higgs
production	 The basic Feynman diagrams for these processes are given in Figure 	
	
Although the detectability of the Higgs boson is the benchmark physics issue at
the LHC and the focus of this thesis it is not the only source of interesting physics	
The LHC will also be an important machine in exploring top physics Bphysics
supersymmetry technicolour and compositeness along with many other interesting
physics topics	 While not considered in any detail here an extremely brief review of
the usefulness of the LHC in some of these areas is given below	
The LHC will act as the worlds rst top factory	 Even at the relatively low













 The Feynman diagrams for Higgs boson production via gluon fusion and
vector boson fusion at a pp collider

	
tt pairs per year	 This will allow for a much more precise measurement of the
top quark mass and for the study of rare top decays	 The LHC also provides an
environment in which to perform extensive Bphysics studies	 These include the




for rare decays the study of Bbaryon decay dynamics and spectroscopy of rare B
hadrons  !	 Also supersymmetric extensions of the Standard Model predict the
existence of many new particles over a large mass range	 The LHC will have access
to more of this range than any previous machine and as such will be able to conduct
supersymmetric particle searches in previously unexplored mass regimes	
Figure 	  ! shows the crosssections for many interesting new physics pro
cesses at the LHC as well as expected Standard Model processes	 This plot shows that
for many potentially interesting physics processes the LHC crosssection is very high
compared to previous machines	 However the total crosssection shown in Figure 	


Figure 	 Crosssections of many interesting physics processes at the LHC	

Figure 	 The LHC injector complex and main LHC ring are pictured here	 The
energies of each injection stage are as follows linacs   MeV PS booster  	 GeV
PS  
 GeV SPS   GeV	
is higher by several orders of magnitude than the predicted Higgs crosssection	 This
means that the LHC detectors will have to be exible enough to detect a wide range
of physics processes despite a very large background	
 Design
The LHC is the next major project planned for CERN  !	 It will be a proton
proton collider capable of producing proton collisions with a centre of mass energy






	 It will be installed in the LEP tunnel
after the removal of the LEP ring which has a 
 km circumference	 The injector
complex consists of  MeV linacs the 	 GeV PS booster the 
 GeV PS proton
synchrotron and the  GeV SPS	 The injector complex and LHC main ring are
shown in Figure 		

Figure 	 The crosssection of an LHC standard twoinone dipole in its cryostat	
In addition to running as a protonproton collider the LHC will be able to
run as a heavy ion collider PbPb with a centre of mass energy of  TeV and a







!	 Also the rebuilding of the LEP ring above the
LHC ring would allow high energy ep collisions to take place	 The mode of running
considered in this thesis is the protonproton mode	
Since the LHC will be colliding beams of likecharged particles two separate
beamlines are necessary in order to allow two proton beams to circulate in opposite
directions	 The direction of the magnetic eld in one beamline must be opposite
to that of the second beamline	 CERN has decided to accomplish this by using a
magnet design that combines the two guide elds into a single magnet design  ! as
shown in Figure 		 This option was chosen over two separate magnets due to space
restrictions in the LEP tunnel	 In order to meet the LHC energy requirements these
	
 metre magnets will be superconducting cooled with superuid Helium with a
eld strength of 	 Tesla	 In all 
 of these dipole magnets will be required

Energy  TeV
Dipole Field 	 T
Coil Aperture  mm







Injection Energy  GeV





R	M	S	 Bunch Length 	 m
No	 of Bunches 

Energy LossTurn 	 keV
Table 	
 The design parameters of the LHC	
for the LHC	 However dipole bending magnets are not the only superconducting
magnets needed for the LHC ring 	 metre 	 Tesla superconducting quadrapole
magnets are also needed for beam focusing	
In order to maintain high luminosity bunch lengths the longitudinal spread
of a bunch of particles being used in a collision must be kept short	 Short bunch
lengths keep degradation in luminosity caused by beam crossing angle to a minimum	
Short bunch lengths will be obtained at the LHC with RF cavities operating at
 MHz needing a voltage of  MV at injection and  MV in collision	 There will
be eight of these superconducting cavities per beam each beam has a separate RF
system	 Table 	
 summarizes the LHC performance parameters as they as currently
envisioned	

An important feature of the LHC is that it is designed to reach a peak lumi












over a few years	
This luminosity improves the chance of nding the Higgs particle at the LHC while
putting serious demands on LHC detectors in the areas of radiation hardness and
speed of readout	 There are four interaction points which could be used for collision
experiments planned for the LHC	 Currently generalpurpose detectors designed to
meet these demands are planned for two of the four interaction points	 These two
detectors are known as ATLAS and CMS	 The other two interaction points will even
tually be used for a heavy ion ALICE and a Bphysics experiment LHCB	 The
distribution of experimental areas around the LHC ring is illustrated in Figure 		
This project focusses on ATLAS and as such neither CMS nor the future heavy ion
or Bphysics experiments will be discussed in any detail	
 ATLAS
ATLAS A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS is one of the proposed detectors for the LHC
and is the only one considered in detail in this thesis	 ATLAS is a general purpose
detector designed to detect electrons muons jets and missing transverse energy  !	
A schematic view of ATLAS is shown in Figure 		
At the LHC a general purpose detector such as ATLAS must be able to detect
and momentum analyze the high P
T
transverse momentum fermions or bosons pro
duced by the physical processes in which we are interested as well as measure missing
energy a key signature for new physics	 A key constraint is placed on LHC detectors
by the very high luminosity at which the LHC will operate	 Luminosity is dened in




are the numbers of particles in each bunch n is the
number of bunches in either beam A is the crosssectional area of the beam and f is

Figure 	 The four planned LHC detectors are illustrated	 The rst two to be built
will be ATLAS and CMS	 ALICE is a planned heavy ion experiment and LHCB
refers to a possible Bphysics experiment	

ATLAS






















This luminosity can be explained in the following way	 Beams consist of #bunches
of particles which cross each other at the interaction points	 To obtain the highest
possible luminosity bunches must contain the maximum possible number of particles
must cross each other as frequently as possible and the beam area must be as small
as possible	 In the LHC these crossings will occur about once every 
 ns	 For each




sec there will be on
average 
 events	 This means that any LHC detector will have to be able to process
this large amount of information at the LHC bunch crossing rate of  MHz	 Further




Gy see Table 	 over a period of  years	 ATLAS will be optimized to perform
at the highest LHC luminosities while maintaining good performance at lower initial
luminosities	
ATLAS as a generalpurpose detector is actually made up of many sub
detectors each built to perform specialized tasks	 These subsystems include elec
tromagnetic calorimetry forward calorimetry an inner detector a muon system and
hadronic calorimetry	 Although the main focus of this project is the hadronic endcap
calorimeter a discussion of the rest of the calorimetry and a very brief discussion of
the other parts of ATLAS have been included in Chapter 
	 A more detailed de










































Endcap TRT 	 	

Barrel EM calo	 	 	

Barrel tile calo	 	
 	
 






endcap EM calo	  	
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Table 	 This table contains expected ATLAS radiation doses for each detector





The Design of ATLAS
This section presents an overview of the design of the subsystems that make up
the ATLAS detector	 All the geometries presented here refer to the technical proposal
design of ATLAS and hence the gures included in this chapter come from the
technical proposal more recent designs of ATLAS now exist but are not considered
here as they have not been incorporated in to the simulations presented later in this
thesis	 The section begins with brief overviews of calorimetry and energy resolution
the inner detector and muon systems	 Next a detailed examination of electromagnetic
calorimetry is presented followed by a thorough description of the ATLAS hadronic
calorimetry	 Finally short descriptions of the forward calorimetry and the ATLAS
trigger and data acquisition system DAQ are presented	
In order to better understand the design of these subdetectors the reader
must be familiar with the coordinate system used to dene positions in ATLAS	 Since
ATLAS has a cylindrical geometry it would seem natural to work in the cylindrical
coordinates r z and 		 However instead z 	 and the pseudorapidity  dened as
   ln tan

are used	 This quantity is zero at   

 is measured from the beamline and
becomes innite as the  goes to zero	 The pseudorapidity has certain qualities which
make it particularly useful as a coordinate in high energy physics	 The rst is the




energetic and hence highly relativistic particles	 The second advantage is that a
bin of a certain size in pseudorapidity will actually be smaller in cm
 
 for instance
closer to the beamline than it is at larger angles to the beamline	 This produces a
particle distribution which is relatively at in 	 So for the remainder of this thesis
 will be used refer to the pseudorapidity and 	 will refer to the azimuthal angle	
 Calorimetry Jets and Energy Resolution
A calorimeter uses alternating layers of absorber and sensitive material to measure
the energy of a particle by sampling the energy deposited in the sensitive medium eg	
liquid Argon by the particle shower induced by the incident particle	 The resolution
of a calorimeter is a way of quantifying the relative spread of the energy distribution
it produces as its measurement of particle energy	 This fractional energy resolution












where 	 refers to adding in quadrature	
The rst term on the righthand side of this equation is called the sampling
term	 As sampling is a statistical process with the measured energy being propor
tional to the number of samples the energy resolution is therefore proportional to
p
no ofsamples	 Thus the energy resolution of a calorimeter can be improved by
either increasing the frequency with which the shower is sampled ie	 more sampling
layers per depth of calorimeter or by increasing the depth of each sampling layer	
Clearly this term decreases in importance with increasing energy due to the factor
of
p
E in the denominator	
The second term in Equation 
	 is known as the constant term as it is


independent of energy	 This term can become the dominant source of error at high
energies because the other two terms in the equation shrink with increasing energy	
The constant term takes into account nonuniformities in calorimeter response due
to such factors as mechanical nonuniformities and incomplete shower containment	
In the case of hadronic calorimeters this term can also take into account diering
response to electrons and pions	 Finally the third resolution term describes electronic
noise eects and usually comes into play at low energies	
The measurement of the energy resolution is in this project restricted to
the energy resolution of particle jets	 A jet of particles is formed when a quark or





  qq in which there is a quark and an antiquark leaving the interaction
region  !	 These quarks each carry a colour charge which we believe to be conned
and so the force between them gets stronger as they get farther apart	 The string
between them will then break leading to the creation of additional qq pairs which
in turn form a collection of colourless states with short lines of force  fm	 These
states are of course low mass hadrons mainly pions  !	 Therefore a jet of low
mass hadrons has been produced	
When a jet of hadrons enters a calorimeter neutral pions will decay into
two photons creating an electromagnetic shower despite the fact that it is due to a
hadron	 The charged pions on the other hand will interact with nuclei producing
more and more particles until the energy of all of the particles is low enough that
all further losses take place solely via ionization ie	 energy becomes too low for
nuclear interactions to take place	 So neutral pions produce showers which are EM
in character while charged pions produce more hadrons including 

s which shower
electromagnetically etc		 This means that for a given jet energy deposited in a
calorimeter is divided into separate EM and hadronic components and the fraction


of jet energy in each component can uctuate a great deal from one jet to another	
This type of shower uctuation makes it more dicult to measure the energy of
a jet in a calorimeter than it is to measure the energy of an electron or a photon
particles which shower only electromagnetically	 Also a hadronic shower typically
contains many fewer particles than does an EM shower	 For example a  GeV
pion interacting in lead will produce on the order of  secondary pions while a
 GeV electron will produce approximately  particles at its shower maximum
alone  !	 In sampling calorimeters measuring processes with few particles leads
to statistical uctuations which degrade the energy resolution performance of the
calorimeter	 A third obstacle to good jet energy resolution is that many of the low
energy nuclear processes involved in hadronic shower production are not particularly
well understood	 This means that while electromagnetic showers can be very well
modelled in Monte Carlo simulations simulations of hadronic showers are not as
reliable making detector opitimization via Monte Carlo more dicult for jets than
for EM interactions	 Another diculty in measuring hadronic showers is due to
the fact that most calorimeters have a dierent response for electrons than they do
for pions	 This is because in an electromagnetic shower the bulk of the incident
energy appears eventually in the form of ionization  !	 However in a hadronic
shower approximately  of the incident hadron energy is lost by the breakup of
nuclei nuclear excitation and evaporation of neutrons or protons and does not give an
observable signal	 This discrepancy between EM and hadronic energy measurements
must be remedied to acheive best calorimeter performance making the calorimeter a
compensating calorimeter	
Despite the intrinsic diculty in precisely measuring the energy of a jet of
particles there are certain minimum energy resolution requirements that must be
satised for good physics performance of ATLAS calorimetry these requirements


will be detailed later in this chapter	 Thus the challenge is to optimize the design
of the calorimetry in order to satisfy minimum requirements for all three terms of the
energy resolution equation for each of the individual calorimeters in ATLAS	
 Inner Detector
As its name indicates the inner detector is located inside all of the other detector
components closest to the beam line	 The basic functions of the inner detector are
	 to perform precise measurements of leptons and to identify electrons and pho
tons at high luminosities

	 to perform  and b tagging at lower luminosities	  !	
The inner detector can be divided into three parts which are both geometrically
and mechanically separate	 These parts are a barrel part and one endcap part on each
side	 Most of the barrel region is characterised by  active layers with a cylindrical
geometry barrel straw tracker barrel silicon strip layers and barrel pixels	 Straw
trackers are cylindrical drift tubes lled with gas while silicon strips layers and barrel
pixels are semiconductor detectors	 The basic priciple of semiconductor detectors is
that the passage of ionizing radiation creates electronhole pairs in the semiconductor
which are collected by an electric eld	 The dierence between strips and pixels is
mainly geometry pixels being closely spaced pads capable of good two dimensional
reconstruction while strips give better spatial resolution in one coordinate than the
other	 The details of these designs can be found in the ATLAS Technical Proposal  !





	 Layout of the ATLAS inner detector
The three dierent technologies employed in the design of the inner detector
pixels strips and straw trackers each have specic advantages that determine their
location and function within the inner detector	 Of these three dierent detector
technologies the pixel detectors are installed closest to the beam pipe	 ATLAS
multilayer pixel system provides twodimensional spatial information for pattern
recognition and is much more radiationresistant than silicon strip detectors	 The
silicon strip detectors are used for larger area precision trackers	 GaAs will likely be
used in the strip detectors in the forward region due to its higher radiation tolerance	
The straw tracker will be used at larger radii where the track density is relatively low	




The quality of the muon measurement has been one of the most important design
criteria for ATLAS	 The reason for this is that good muon momentum measurements
are essential for recognizing decays such as H  ZZ  

the charged leptons could












 and H   ZZ   qq all quark avours are
allowed except for top	
The muon system for ATLAS is composed of three large superconducting air
toroid magnets precision tracking detectors with m intrinsic resolution and a
powerful dedicated triggering system	 The tracking detectors combine several dier
ent technologies including monitored drift tube chambers cathode strip chambers
resistive plate chambers and thin gap chambers	
Monitored drift tube chambers

MDTs are used at low  up to jj  
	
At higher values of  the need for increased granularity has led to the choice of
cathode strip chambers CSCs instead of MDTs	 The choice of trigger chamber
technologies depends primarily on the rate capability and spatial resolution of each
technology	 At jj    where the rate is relatively low and spatial resolution is not
as important resistive plate chambers RPCs have been chosen	 For triggering in
the region    jj  
 
 where the rate is higher and spatial resolution is more
important thin gap chambers TGCs a form of wirechamber designed to be very
thin have been adopted	 Figure 
	
 shows the design of the ATLAS muon system	
 
These drift tubes are called 
monitored because of the sophisticated laser alignment system










Many of the important physics processes at the LHC involve decays to electrons or
photons	 Detection of these processes depends heavily on good electromagnetic EM
calorimetry	 Thus the EM calorimetry must meet stringent requirements in terms
of acceptance dynamic range particle identication energy resolution and direction
measurement	 Further the design is also constrained to operate in the high radiation
environment of ATLAS so it must be radiation hard with good stability over the
life of the detector   years under normal ATLAS operating conditions ie	 a few













The electromagnetic calorimetry in ATLAS is divided into two major regions
barrel and endcap covering a pseudorapidity range from 	
 to 	
	 Both the barrel
and endcap regions are sampling leadliquid argon calorimeters with novel accor
dion geometries shown in Figures 
	 and 
		 In front of each of these accordion
calorimeters there are nely segmented presamplers designed to pinpoint particle
position and recover energy lost by earlyshowering particles	
The EM barrel calorimeter consists of two identical halfbarrels covering a
pseudorapidity range of jj   	 It must be designed as a hermetic detector allowing
the minimum number of particles to escape through uninstrumented cracks in the
detector	 For this reason among others it was decided that a new accordion
geometry would be used	 In this design the absorber plates are bent into the shape
of an accordion as shown in Figures 
	 and 
		 These gures which represent the





as radius increases in order to keep the gap width and the sampling
fraction constant	 In this scheme it is possible to design a barrel calorimeter without
uninstrumented cracks as the connections to the preampliers come from the end

Figure 
	 Scheme of an absorber plate
Figure 
	 A simulation of an electromagnetic shower due to a  GeV electron in
an accordion geometry EM calorimeter	 Tracks down to  MeV are shown	

of a tower instead of out the side of a tower as in a conventional calorimeter design	
The barrel accordion will have a segmentation of   	 
      in the rst
depth compartment  
   
 in the second compartment and  
    in
the third compartment	 This segmentation should permit good electron and photon
identication and position resolution	
At high  in the range    jj   
 the electromagnetic calorimeter which
also has an accordion geometry forms a part of the endcap detector	 To ensure good
	 uniformity the folding angle of the accordion in the endcap varies with radius	 For






it necessary to divide each endcap into two coaxial wheels	 The segmentation does
not have to be as ne in this region as in the barrel because most of the processes
of interest from the EM calorimetry point of view are high P
T
processes expected
to be in the central region	 For this reason the rst two depth compartments have a
segmentation of 	     while the third compartment has a segmentation
of     	
 Hadronic Calorimetry
The main tasks in hadronic calorimetry in ATLAS are
	 To identify jets and measure their energy for inclusive crosssection measure
ment jet spectroscopy





	 To act as a shield for the muon chambers detector is 
y
deep	
For any calorimeter the resolution is limited by intrinsic eects the loss of
energy to noninteracting particles dierent fragmentation for light quarks heavy
quarks and gluon jets the eect of the magnetic eld sweeping radiation energy
in and out of the jet and calibration factors which can only be calculated from test
beam measurements using single particles are some of these eects	 Also at high
luminosity pileup energy from minimum bias events is a relevant source of error for
jets with energies less than  GeV	








E in GeV and a granularity of     	       has been shown to be
adequate for the study of the physics processes of interest  !	 In particular the study
presented later in this thesis will show that this is sucient for the study of the H 







	  and a




In the barrel region ATLAS contains a large scintillating tile hadron calorimeter
with steel as the absorbing material	 The technology for this detector is based on a
sampling technique with scintillating plates read out by wavelength shifting bres	
New in this approach is the unusual orientation of the scintillating tiles placed in
planes perpendicular to the colliding beams and staggered in depth as illustrated in
y
 is the nuclear interaction length A single nuclear interaction length is the radius about





is Avagadros number  is the total cross	section and A is the atomic
mass The equivalent radius for EM showers is    the Moliere radius An approximate formula for








		 This as predicted from Monte Carlo simulations provides good sampling
homogeneity	
 EndCap
The hadronic endcap is the part of the ATLAS detector upon which this research





	 	 The design also requires good spatial resolution in
order to be able to search for heavy Higgs through H   ZZ   jj	 The search for
this signal as well as others will be discussed in Section 	
The hadronic endcap is a sampling copperliquid argon calorimeter	 The
technical proposal design of the hadronic endcap is shown in Figure 
		 Its position
in the ATLAS calorimeter system is illustrated in Figure 
		 As can be seen from
Figure 
	 the endcap has two major divisions in z known as wheels	 The rst wheel
contains 
 readout cells while the second wheel contains 
 readout cells	 The spatial
resolution requirement is met by having a segmentation of  	    
    
for jj    and      for jj   	
The hadronic endcap will be about  interaction lengths
z
deep and will
extend over a pseudorapidity range from       
	 Since it is at such
high  the hadronic endcap must operate in very high radiation conditions	 Copper
was chosen over the more standard iron or steel absorber because of coppers shorter
interaction length	
A picture of the cell structure in the hadronic endcap is given in Figure 
		
This readout structure consists of    mm LAr gaps bounded by 
 cm cop
z
If a group of n particles enters a particular material the depth at which nne have interacted






	 Principle of the tile hadronic calorimeter

Figure 




	 Position and crosssectional view of the hadronic endcap in ATLAS
technical proposal design numbers in mm

Figure 
	 Detailed structure of the readout cell

per plates	 There are three electronics boards between the two copper plates	 Each
board is a multilayer sandwich of copper coated polymide lm  aramid bre honey
comb	 The latter sandwich contains the etched tile arrays which produce the required
readout segmentation of 
 in 	 and 	 in pseudorapidity	 The middle board is
called the signal board and its function is to read out the signal from the LAr to the
preamps	 The outer two boards form the electrostatic transformer structure	
An ElectroStatic Transformer structure EST  ! is used in order to reduce
the capacitances associated with liquid ionization calorimetry in ATLAS	 The prin
ciple of this type of transformer is to break down large liquid argon gaps into many
smaller gaps connected in series	 This arrangement will lead to a lower overall capac
itance for each readout cell because capacitors connected in series have capacitances
which add as C	 Therefore an EST readout structure matches large capacitance
signal towers to low capacitance preamps without the use of an external transformer	
This is done in order to minimize electronic noise	
	 Forward Calorimetry
In order to have as complete a coverage for jets in ATLAS as possible forward
calorimetry is required	 As an example of the usefulness of jet coverage in this region
the forward calorimeter will be an essential part of forward jettagging in the search
for a heavy Higgs boson which decays to jets via W or Z bosons	 However it is
dicult to design a detector to give this  coverage at ATLAS due the fact that the
forward region is the most intensely radiated area of ATLAS see Table 	 suering
a dose of 
 kGyyear	 Due to the extreme particle and energy ux a specialised
forward calorimeter is the only detector type which can work in this region	 Speed of
response and radiation hardness are premier requirements	

Figure 
	 Front face of EM Fcal module dark circle indicates Moliere radius	
The specialised forward calorimeter is a liquid argon calorimeter formed from
three modules	 The rst or EM module is made of copper or brass so that the EM
showers spread enough to give uniform response for reasonably sized electrodes	 The
second and third modules are hadronic and are made of a combination of stainless
steel and a tungsten alloy in order to limit the transverse spreading of the hadronic
showers	
The geometry of the forward calorimeter is not a standard parallel plate design
primarily because the high energy ux in this region of the detector requires that the
liquid argon gaps be very narrow to avoid buildup of positive argon ions in the gap	
Because narrow gaps in a parallel plate structure are hard to maintain a new structure
has been chosen based on rods and tubes as shown in Figure 
		 The gap width is
maintained constant by wrapping a quartz bre around the tube and allowing Liquid
argon to ll the narrow 
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	 Design of the ATLAS trigger system	

 Trigger and DAQ
In ATLAS the trigger and data acquisition systems DAQ are particularly impor
tant	 The high rate at which data will be produced at ATLAS means that it will be
necessary to implement a high speed system to sort through the incoming data and
choose which events to store and which ones to discard	 This is the role of the trigger
and DAQ	
The ATLAS trigger system is divided into three levels	 The multilevel struc
ture of this triggering system is illustrated in Figure 
		 The rst level is named the
Level I trigger and as currently designed works at the LHC bunch crossing rate of
MHz with latency time to make a decision of 
 s	 It must reduce the data ow

rate to  kHz so that the data can be passed to the Level II trigger	 In order to run
at high speed the Level I trigger uses a reduced detector granularity and does not
include inner detector data	 Its function is to identify areas of interest in the detector
for accepted events and pass the location of these areas on to the Level II trigger	
The Level II trigger uses information from the calorimetry muon system and inner
tracking to further reduce the rate from  kHz to  kHz and has a latency which
can vary ranging as high as  ms	 It uses the full granularity of the detector in the
areas of interest identied by the Level I trigger	 Finally the data is passed to the
Level III trigger	 The Level III trigger performs complete event reconstruction with
a decision time of up to  s	 It is the Level III trigger which makes the nal decision




EndCap Simulation and Optimization
 Introduction
Simulation studies of detector design and performance are an important part of the
planning process in building modern particle detectors	 New designs are produced and
the feasibility of existing designs are tested through exhaustive computer simulations	
These simulations provide a valuable rst look at detector performance and save
considerable time and money that would otherwise have to be spent on extensive
prototyping	
In the past signicant tests of the performance of the ATLAS endcap have
been performed  !  
!	 These tests show that the performance of the endcap
detector is acceptable with respect to ATLAS design goals	 However further studies
to optimize the detector in the presence of pileup eects are needed	
In this chapter simulation work done to optimize the design of the ATLAS
hadronic endcap calorimeter is detailed	 This simulation work tests the rst type
calorimeter design requirement mentioned at the beginning of this thesis whether
the calorimeter meets its primary design requirements in a setting that simulates true
experimental conditions	 Each of the studies presented in this chapter involves testing
endcap design changes to optimise its performance in the presence of pileup eects
eects which are important under real experimental conditions	

First ATLAS simulation software packages are introduced	 Next the energy
resolution of the hadronic endcap in the presence of pileup eects is examined for
ve dierent endcap congurations	 The third subsection considers the eect on
energy resolution of changing the hadronic endcap granularity in the presence of
pileup	 Finally the eect of doubling the thickness of the copper absorbers in the
second wheel of the hadronic calorimeter is examined in the presence of pileup	
Included as an appendix to this thesis is an ATLAS note  
! written by
Robert Davis and Dugan ONeil of the University of Alberta and Pierre Savard of
the University of Montreal	 This note explores energy resolution issues in great detail
for the technical proposal endcap geometry and as such is a useful reference in this
subject area	
 ATLAS Software
The rst step in performing ATLAS simulations is to understand the structure and
status of the various ATLAS simulation software packages	 The simulation process
in ATLAS consists of four steps	 They are
	 generation of events with Monte Carlo physics generators

	 simulation of events in the detector
	 digitization of the raw data
	 reconstruction of the data
These processes can be controlled by several dierent software packages written at
CERN	 A ow diagram of the generation software sequence is given in Figure 	

Figure 	 A ow diagram of ATLAS software	 Note that the user can extract
information to perform analyses at any of the three major software outputs	 Also
ATGEN is an interface to many generators too many to include in the diagram	
For the generation of events with physics generators ATGEN  
! is used	 AT





! VECBOS  
! HERWIG  
! NJETS  
! ISAJET  
! and ISAS
USY  
!	 In addition to producing the fourvectors to be used for a full simulation
study its builtin analysis routines allow for easy completion of particle level stud
ies	 These particle level analyses can provide an important check on the fourvectors
before timeconsuming full simulation studies are undertaken	
The standard CERN package for simulating the passage of radiation through
matter is GEANT  
! which allows for the simulation of many dierent materials
and geometries as well as most physical processes relevant to the passage of particles
through a detector	 For instance particles or jets produced by a physics generator
can be passed into GEANT which will then generate showers form jets or simulate

other behaviour expected in a real detector	 Yet in the ATLAS software environment
GEANT does not work alone	 The DICE  
!SLUG  
! interface has been designed
for ATLAS GEANT users	 This interface contains several versions of ATLAS ge
ometries which can be invoked with little or no programming by the user	 They also
allow the addition of new detector geometries in the same fashion as GEANT	 Finally
DICESLUG controls the ZEBRA

memory management for GEANT	
After the event has been processed by DICESLUG the data is passed into
ATRECON which handles the reconstruction of the simulated data	 This pack
age is responsible for calibration and noise addition for each ATLAS subdetector	
ATRECON is the package in which all of the nal physics analysis is performed	 For
example this package has jet nding routines already builtin and others are easily
added to attempt reconstruction of Higgs boson signals in the endcap region	
 Eects of Pileup with Dierent EndCap Con
gurations
It is expected that the addition of pileup eects as dened in the following section
will make ATLAS calorimetry design goals more dicult to achieve	 Therefore it is
important to optimize the design of the endcap to minimize the eects of pileup	
At the same time software techniques including energy cuts should be used in an
attempt to reduce pileup in standard designs	
This study aims to produce eective software techniques to reduce pileup
eects both in the standard technical proposal endcap conguration as well as using
 
ZEBRA is a CERN package used by GEANT and other CERN library programs to manage
memory and allow them to use dynamic data structures

extensive Monte Carlo simulation techniques to change the longitudinal segmentation
of the endcap in a further attempt to achieve optimum resolution in the presence of
pileup	 The choice of endcap congurations was made based on  !	 This study is
designed to emulate the previous work of  ! but with the inclusion of pileup eects	
The standard technical proposal conguration of the hadronic endcap uses
 copper plates each 
	cm thick grouped into  readout segments in depth	 The
rst  plates form the rst readout segment while the next three segments contain
 plates each	 This conguration is represented as 	 Other congura
tions containing  




  segments 
 and 
	 The performance of each of these
congurations will be examined in detail in this section	
 What is Pileup	
As the ATLAS detector is designed to operate in an extremely high luminosity envi
ronment each bunch crossing will result in the production of on average 
 minimum
bias events	 The production of many of these minimum bias events over many bunch
crossing leads to energy pilingup in the detector	 A minimum bias event is dened
for the purposes of this study as including the following PYTHIA processes ISUB
  
   	 These processes are described in Table 		
A signal of interest is expected approximately once every 
 bunch crossings at
ATLAS and so about every  ns an interesting physics signal a signal containing
a high P
T
interaction will occur	 Yet a burst of minimum bias particles can be
expected every 
ns	 This leads to minimum bias energy pilingup in the detector
between physics signals	 This is a particularly dangerous eect at high  where
most of the minimum bias energy is deposited	 The presence of pileup would be




























 gg   gg
Table 	 This table contains the PYTHIA processes used to dene a minimum
bias event in this study	 In this table f represents a fermion quark or lepton while
g represents a gluon	 The indices indicate avour  avours of quarks  types of
leptons	
expected to result in an overestimation of the physics signal energy and a widening
of the signal peak due to the width of the minimum bias energy peak ie	 energy
uctuations in minimum bias events	 However this problem of overestimating the
energy of a signal can be severely reduced by bipolar shaping the detector signals	
An example of a shaping function is given in Figure 	
	 Shaping is done in
order to increase the speed of response of the calorimetry	 Without shaping the signal
from a LAr gap for example would decay very slowly as the straight line a in
Figure 	
 shaping the signal provides a means to attenuate the decay of a signal and
minimize the sum of electronic and pileup noise  !	 This shaping function spans all

 bunch crossings expected to occur between events of interest	 It integrates to zero
with the physics signal occurring ideally when the functions value is 	 This has the
eect of leaving the signal energy unchanged while altering the minimum bias energy
so that it is centred around 	 In this way the pileup is prevented from aecting the
mean energy of the signal however the RMS value of this signal will still be aected	

Figure 	
 The shaping function of the ATLAS hadronic endcap calorimeter	 The
horizontal axis represents time ns while the vertical axis represents the factor
by which the detector energy will be scaled	 The straight line a indicates the drift
current vs	 time for an ionization calorimeter	 The characteristic shaping time for





In other words a  GeV jet will still appear to contain  GeV of energy but the
uncertainty of this measurement will be increased	 An example illustrating this eect
is provided in Figure 		 This decrease in signal energy resolution is what makes the
reduction of pileup an important issue in endcap calorimeter design particularly for
relatively soft jets  GeV GeV	
 Calibration
The rst step necessary in order to get energy resolution results is to determine
calibration constants for the endcap region	 These calibration constants serve two
main functions	 The rst is to allow the reconstruction of jet energy from calorimeter
energy	 A sampling calorimeter detects only a small fraction of the total particle
energy entering the detector and so a calibration constant is necessary to reconstruct
the true energy	 The second function is to perform a type of software compensation
y
for the calorimeter	 By separately weighting the dierent depth compartments of the
calorimeter a more uniform calorimeter response can be achieved	 For instance energy
from a high energy jet might have a tendency to leak out of the back compartment of
the hadronic calorimeter	 In this situation the last compartment of the calorimeter
might be weighted more heavily than the other compartments in order to compensate
for this eect	 To determine these calibration constants the method presented in  !
was used	 In this method the energy in the i
th














is the energy deposited in the j
th




are the calibration parameters and M is the number of longitudinal segments to be
y
a compensating calorimeter has the same response for electrons and pions

Figure 	 The rst energy histogram shows the shaped pileup noise due to minimum
bias background the second histogram shows a signal before the addition of shaped
pileup the third shows this signal after the shaped pileup has been added event by
event it cannot be obtained by simply adding together the rst two plots in the
endcap region	 Note Once cuts have been made to reduce the eects of pileup the
picture above improves considerably as will be shown in the chapters to come	

given dierent calibration constants	 The calibration parameters are then determined


















is the energy of the jet in the ith event and N is the number of events	
For the purposes of this study there were  calibration parameters for the
EM endcap and between  and  constants for the hadronic endcap depending on
the conguration	 So for example in the standard longitudinal conguration of the
endcap  there would be  dierent calibration parameters one for each
longitudinal segment	 Also a dierent set of calibration parameters is required for
each energy value eg	 a  GeV jet needs dierent calibration constants than a

 GeV jet would	 An example of the calibration constants is given in Table 	
 for

 GeV jets	 These calibration constants are obtained for an R    cone where








The reconstructed energy from these calibration constants 
 GeV 	 cone has a
resolution of      is the width of the distribution while  is the mean	
 Reconstruction
Once the calibration constants have been obtained it is necessary to reconstruct
the signal	 In the reconstruction stage of this analysis the DICE geometry package
was again used	 This package was chosen over the standard ATLAS reconstruction
package ATRECON due to the fact that the current hadronic endcap design is not
yet well implemented in the ATRECON package	 So to reconstruct events in the
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 This table contains the calibration constants for each of the seven depth
segments in the endcap calorimeter	 The rst three segments are part of the EM
calorimeter the last four are hadronic segmentations	
latest endcap geometry technical proposal version a modied version of DICE had
to be used in cooperation with standalone code	
The rst piece of code required to perform the reconstruction is a version of
DICE modied to read out the detector hits energy deposits in a simulated detector
cell from hit banks in the ZEBRA le outputted by the simulation	 Separate versions
of this code were written for the signal and pileup simulations	 The DICE code for
signal analysis simply reads out the detector hits and writes the eta phi z and energy
values of each cell in a specied cone to a text le	 The DICE code for pileup analysis
performs a similar function outputting a text le in an identical format to the signal
text le	 The main dierence for the pileup code is that the energy from minimum
bias events are combined to form bunch crossings	 In other words an average of 

minimum bias events are combined into a single bunch crossing at this stage and the
energy in each cell written to the text le is the energy per bunch rather than the

energy per minimum bias event	
The next stage in the reconstruction process is the shaping of the pileup
events	 This shaping is performed in a piece of standalone code which chooses a
random set of 
 bunch crossings from the text le produced by the DICE pileup
analysis code and applies a shaping function to the energies in this event	 This stand
alone code then produces a text le containing the shaped energies for each readout
cell	
Finally the signal and pileup events must be merged and calibration constants
must be applied	 In order to do this another piece of standalone code was written	
This code reads the energy per cell from the signal and shaped pileup text les and
merges the energies on a cell by cell basis	 It then applies calibration constants to the
energies and produces an HBOOK
z
le containing the reconstructed energies with
and without pileup for each jet event	
 Results
Figure 	 shows a plot of a comparison of the E where E is the energy of the
signal signalpileup and signalpileup with a  GeV E
t
cell cut ie	 all cells
containing less than  GeV E
T
are removed	 The points on this plot were obtained
by tting a Gaussian to the energy distribution histograms of jets at several dierent
energy points	 The  of this Gaussian t divided by its mean is a measure of the
energy resolution of the calorimeter at a particular energy	 There are  events at
each of  energy points 







HBOOK is a fortran callable package for histogramming

giving a sampling and constant term which appear on the plot as P and P
	 This
plot is for the conguration in which the hadronic endcap is made up of only one
depth division consisting of  copper plates	 These results were also obtained using
the four other endcap congurations	 Figure 	 shows a direct comparison of the
energy resolution for each of the simulated congurations on the same axis	 Figure 	
is the same plot after a  GeV E
t
per tower a tower refers to a sum of all cells in
depth at a particular value of  and 	 cut has been applied	 Finally in order
to compare the resolution of the calorimeter with pileup and tower cuts applied to
the situation where no pileup exists Figure 	 shows the energy resolution of the












  has illustrated that none of these congurations
dier signicantly from one another in terms of energy resolution except for a small
dierence at low energy	 This result conrms earlier work  ! on energy resolution
without the inclusion of pileup eects	 These studies lead to the conclusion that any
of the possible congurations of the hadronic endcap consisting of 
	 cm copper
plates is satisfactory and that the ganging of the plates in depth has little bearing on
energy resolution	

Figure 	 Energy resolution with pileup is plotted against jet energy for a 	
cone at   
  for the endcap conguration which contains only one depth division
consisting of  copper plates	

Figure 	 Energy resolution with pileup is plotted against jet energy for a 	 cone
at   
  for  dierent endcap congurations	

Figure 	 Energy resolution with pileup is plotted against jet energy for a 	 cone
at   




Figure 	 Energy resolution is plotted against jet energy for a 	 cone at   
 
for  dierent endcap congurations	

 Study of Changing Granularities in the Hadronic
EndCap
 Introduction
The technical proposal hadronic endcap granularity is     below     and
     at all other values of 	 It has been suggested at CERN hadronic endcap
meetings that the granularity of the hadronic endcap be changed to  
  
 in 	
for   
 
x
	 This geometry change would lead to a reduction in the number of
readout cells in the hadronic endcap producing a cost savings	 To test the eect of
this change on energy resolution in the presence of pileup two  positions  
 
near edge of granularity change region and   
  near edge of calorimeter were
considered in the endcap region	
In order to test the proposed granularity change  dd dijets were generated
using ATGENPYTHIA at transverse energies of     
 and  GeV
at   
  and passed through DICE 	 using GEANT 	
	 The value of   
 
was chosen because it is near the edge of the region aected by the granularity change	
Similarly  dd dijets were generated at   
  the centre of the aected region
at energies of  
  and  GeV	 The geometry used was TP

standard
except for the removal of the endcap preshower and addition of a detailed hadronic
endcap module	
Pileup noise was simulated in the same geometry using minimum bias events
x
This change has now been adopted by ATLAS since it has been shown here and in  that it
is an acceptable change

TP refers to a particular version of the simulated ATLAS geometry agreed upon by the sim	
ulation group This particular version of the geometry is the last one implemented in the standard
DICE framework all newer geometries are being integrated into DICE a new simulation package

PYTHIA processes dened in Table 	 from ATGENPYTHIA	 A Poisson mean of

 minimum bias events per bunch crossing was used and a total of 
 bunch crossings
were convolved with the proper shaping function to create each pileup event	 A
detailed description of the method of pileup inclusion is given in Section 			
Calibration for each energy and  position was performed by minimization of
the mean square error between the generator jet energy and the reconstructed energy
using the signal jets alone as described in Section 		
	 However in this case the
calibration technique is applied in an iterative way	 After the rst pass only recon
structed jets which lie within  of the mean reconstructed energy are used for the
second pass calibration	 The algorithm ceases iterating when the dierence between
the results of the previous two passes falls below a set threshold eg	 the standard
deviation on the energy measurement changed by less than 	 The calibration
constants obtained via this technique are then applied to the entire sample of jets to
obtain the energy resolution	 This technique was adopted in order to provide a more
stable set of calibration constants ie	 not subject to eects of pathological events	
It turns out however that this calibration technique oers no signicant advantage
as compared to the onepass technique presented earlier	
 Results
In this study the energy resolution of the endcap calorimeters was compared for a
R	 cone for the coarse and ne grained hadronic calorimeter	 A cell was included
in the jet if its centre fell within a R	 cone of the jet axis	 Therefore this 	
cone would contain a dierent area depending on the granularity of the cells within
the cone	 For example at   
  a 	 cone contained roughly  more     
cells in the coarse grained  
   
 above   
  as in the ne grained case	

Layer  
     
E
t
Cut GeV 	 	 	 	
 	 	 	

Table 	 Transverse energy cut per     cell in each layer of the endcap for an
integrated cut of 	 GeV over a      	 tower	 The cut in the  
   
 	
cells will be  times these amounts	
Three pileupinclusive situations were examined to determine the eect of the
granularity change on energy resolution	 The rst situation involved including pileup
with the jet signals with no cuts to reduce pileup eects	 In the second a cell was
required to have greater than  GeV to be considered in the energy sum	 Due to
the eect of shaping this cut would be expected to remove approximately half of the
cells containing only pileup without aecting the signal	 The last situation involved
a z dependent cut and consisted of an integrated cut of 	 GeV in E
t
across each
     	 tower	 The actual cut in each of the seven layers of the endcap was
modulated by the RMS of the pileup in that layer	 The resulting cut is shown in
Table 		 The resulting energy resolution points for the   
  case may be seen
in Figures 	 	 	 and 	 for the various cuts	 No signicant dierence in
the energy resolution in the presence of pileup is seen between the      	
granularity and the  
  
 	 granularity	
These same three situations were also considered for the   
  case	 However
this  value presented some problems which distinguished it from the   
  case	
Since the jets were near endcapforward crack the 	 cone included some cells of
the forward calorimeter	 The forward calorimeter was calibrated separately using dd
events at     and its pileup signal was shaped with the hadronic endcap shaping
function	 However since very few cells from the forward are included in a 	 cone


Figure 	 Energy resolution of jets at   
  in the presence of pileup with no
cell cut on the energy distributions	 The results for the      	 granularity
are shown by the open circles and those for the  
   
 	 geometry by the lled
circles	

Figure 	 Energy resolution of jets at   
  in the presence of pileup with a
 GeV transverse energy cell cut on the energy distributions	 The results for the
     	 granularity are shown by the open circles and those for the  
   

	 geometry by the lled circles	

Figure 	 Energy resolution of jets at   
  in the presence of pileup with a
	 GeV cut per     	 tower transverse energy cell cut on the energy distri
butions	 The results for the      	 granularity are shown by the open circles
and those for the  
   
 	 geometry by the lled circles	

Figure 	 Energy resolution of jets at   
  in the presence of pileup with and
without transverse energy cuts for both hadronic endcap granularities	

centred about   
  the energy content of the forward had a very small eect	
The same two cuts applied to the   
  data were applied to the   
 
data as well	 The only dierence was that in this data sample a cut must also be
applied to the few forward calorimeter cells included in the   cone	 For both sets of




 a  GeV E
t
cut is applied to the forward cells	
The resulting energy resolution points may be seen in Figures 	
 	 	
and 	 for the various cuts	 Little dierence in the energy resolution in the presence
of pileup is seen between the    	 granularity and the  
 
 	 granularity





This study of a proposed change in endcap granularity above   
  has illustrated
that at   
  the proposed change has no signicant eect on jet energy resolution	
At   
  however some of the energy points appear to be aected by the granu
larity change	 This eect is small and only appears at lower energies it is virtually
eliminated by the zdependent cut	 However even in this energy regime the eect of




 Energy resolution of jets at   
  in the presence of pileup with no
cell cut on the energy distributions	 The results for the      	 granularity
are shown by the lled circles and those for the  
  
 	 geometry by the open
circles	

Figure 	 Energy resolution of jets at   
  in the presence of pileup with a
 GeV transverse energy cell cut on the energy distributions	 The results for the
     	 granularity are shown by the lled circles and those for the  
   

	 geometry by the open circles	

Figure 	 Energy resolution of jets at   
  in the presence of pileup with a
	 GeV cut per     	 tower see Table 	 transverse energy cell cut on the
energy distributions	 The results for the      	 granularity are shown by the
lled circles and those for the  
   
 	 geometry by the open circles	

Figure 	 Energy resolution of jets in the presence of pileup with and without
transverse energy cuts for both hadronic endcap granularities

 Study of Plate Thickness Changes in the Pres
ence of Pileup
 Introduction
The nal endcap geometry study presented here involves changing the standard end
cap geometry by increasing absorber plate thickness in the last two hadronic segments
and considering the energy resolution	 If this change is shown to provide acceptable
energy resolution the plate thickness doubling would provide a cost savings less
readout required	 As in the previous studies this is performed with and without
pileup eects	 In order to perform this study  dd dijets were generated using
ATGENPYTHIA at transverse energies of     GeV at   
  and passed
through DICE 	 using GEANT 	
	 The geometry used was TP standard
except for the removal of the endcap preshower and addition of a detailed hadronic
endcap module	 Pileup noise was produced and added to the signal in the same
manner as the previous studies mentioned in this thesis	
In order to simulate the double thickness of copper plates in the back wheel of
the calorimeter the method of ATLASCALNO  ! was used	 In this method
only energy depositions from even numbered liquid argon layers are taken into ac
count	 This method does not precisely simulate the eect of doubling the thickness
of the absorbers in the second wheel because of the presence of an extra liquid Argon
gap between the two 
	 cm copper plates which are eectively combined	 However
the relatively low density of liquid Argon means that its inuence on the eective
thickness of the copper plates will be small and so this method provides a reasonable




As in the earlier study of granularity changes in the endcap three pileupinclusive
situations were examined to determine the eect of the plate thickness change on
energy resolution	 The rst situation involved including pileup with the jet signals
when no cuts to reduce pileup eects are applied	 In the second a cell was required to
have greater than  GeV to be considered in the energy sum while the last situation
involves a z dependent cut and consisted of an integrated cut of 	 GeV in E
t
across
each      	 tower	 The actual cuts in each of the seven layers of the endcap
was modulated by the RMS of the pileup in that layer	 The resulting cuts are shown
in Table 		
The resulting energy resolution without pileup may be seen in Figure 	
while the equivalent plot from CALNO  ! is shown in Figure 		 When pile
up is included the results are shown in Figures 	 	 and 	
 for the various
cuts	 In agreement with CALNO which did not include the eects of pileup
no signicant dierence in the energy resolution in the presence of pileup is seen
between the ne and coarse back compartment segmentations	
The dierences in the values of E between CALNO and these results
for the signal alone no pileup are due to several factors	 The rst is that a dierent
geometry was used in this study than was used in CALNO	 This study was
performed in the DICE hadronic endcap geometry includes all gaps cracks
while the results of CALNOTE were obtained in an earlier less detailed end
cap geometry	 The second dierence is that all energy resolution results in this study
are quoted for a 	 cone due to the desire to include pileup while CALNO
includes the entire endcap volume	 The nal dierence is in the calibration	 The use
of dierent calibration constants means that the absolute numbers for the Es in

Figure 	 Comparison of thick and thin plates in the last two segments of the
endcap for jets of several energies	

Figure 	 Energy resolution of jets from CALNO	 The results for the 
	mm
copper plates in the last two segments are shown by the lled circles and those for
the mm copper plates by the open circles	

Figure 	 Pileupinclusive energy resolution results for the 
	mm copper plates
in the last two segments are shown by the open circles and those for the mm copper
plates by the lled circles	

Figure 	 Energy resolution results for a  GeV E
t
cut thin plates in the last two
segments are shown by the open circles and thick plates by the lled circles	

Figure 	
 Energy resolution results for a Zdependent E
t
cut thin plates in the
last two segments are shown by the open circles and thick plates by the lled circles	

this study cannot be expected to agree exactly with the results of CALNOTE	
However despite these dierences the results should be similar and the conclusions
of the two studies should be and are found to be the same	
 Conclusions
The preceding study illustrates that a doubling of the plate thickness in the second
wheel of the calorimeter will not have a signicant eect on energy resolution whether
or not pileup eects are included	 These results are in good agreement with the
results of CALNOTE	
	 Conclusions  EndCap Simulation and Opti
mization
In this chapter several design changes for the hadronic endcap were examined in
detail using computer simulations	 The endcap jet energy resolution was tested for
dierent plate congurations granularities and plate thicknesses in the second wheel	
These changes were considered with and without pileup eects and it was concluded
that any one of the changes could be made without signicant loss of resolution	
These results are in good agreement with previous studies  ! performed in earlier
endcap geometries without inclusion of pileup eects	

CHAPTER 
The Search for the Heavy Higgs Boson
 Introduction




dependent upon the precise Higgs mass the luminosity detector hermeticity and the
dominant Higgs production mechanism at that mass and accelerator energy  !	 For
instance for the entire Higgs mass range at the LHC the dominant Higgs production
mechanism is gluon fusion however at higher Higgs masses vector boson fusion also
becomes important	





is the H   ZZ   l le mode	 This is the cleanest Higgs signal
because it is unique and each Z can be fully reconstructed with little ambiguity  !	
The dominant background to this signal is continuum ZZ production but studies
have shown that a cut requiring that one of the Z bosons have a transverse momen
tum greater than m
h

 removes most of this background  resulting in a signalto
background ratio of better than 
 for m
h
  GeV  !	
Another Higgs decay mode which has been studied for ATLAS is H   ZZ
  ll	 This channel has a six times larger rate than the goldplated channel but
the decay cannot be completely reconstructed due to escaping neutrinos	 It is also
subject to many dicult backgrounds including the irreducible ZZ  ll continuum





  GeV due to jets which either escape detector acceptance
or are mismeasured due to calorimeter cracks  !	
For the heavy Higgs the nal modes expected to be relevant are the mixed
hadronicleptonic decay modes of the WW and ZZ nal states resulting from Higgs
decay	 The main reason for studying these channels is because the branching ratios
are very large compared to the previously mentioned channels	 In fact the branching
ratio for the H   WW   ljj signal is approximately  times that of the gold
plated channel	 The fully reconstructible H   ZZ   lljj channel is also of interest
even though its crosssection is seven times smaller than in the WW case	 It is this
ZZ   lljj signal that is the focus of the heavy Higgs search performed in this thesis
and which will be the subject of the remainder of this section	
The production processes for this channel are gg   H   ZZ and qq  
H   qqZZ	 The rst of these processes is dominant up to m
h
  TeV however
it has a large associated QCD background	 In fact even after stringent cuts the
QCD background is expected to be comparable to the signal suggesting that the
second process might therefore provide a better opportunity to observe a heavy Higgs
signal	 It has been shown  ! that the energetic forward jets in the qq   qqZZ
process provide a means to enhance the signaltobackground ratio in this process	
An incomplete set of tree level Feynman diagrams for the qq   qqZZ is given in
Figure 		
The goal in previous studies  ! was to isolate the signals in Figure 	which
include the Higgs resonance from the qq  ZZ continuum ZZ production signals
by tagging a single high energy quark jet	 The signals shown in Figure 	 each
contain at least one nal state quark jet which is very energetic and at a relatively

Figure 	 Feynman diagrams involved in qq   qqZZ	 Diagrams shown represent




large forward angle	 The quark jets from ZZ continuum production have lower energy
and are not generally at such large forward angles	 This indicates that by tagging the
energetic forward jet the continuum background may be separated from the signals
of interest	 Another signicant background to this signal is the Zjets background	
In fact it is the dominant background crosssection at least  times higher than
the next largest background and is the one that this analysis will concentrate on	




times that of the H  ZZ  lljj signal	 The procedures undertaken
to reduce this background are detailed in the following sections	
 Jet Finding
In order to test the jet energy resolution of a calorimetry system or to reconstruct
a Higgs boson decay involving jets the rst step is to identify jets	 In this thesis
two distinctly dierent jet nding philosophies are invoked	 The rst is a traditional




First a general introduction to cone nding techniques is presented then
the two techniques used in this Higgs analysis are described in detail	 A method
known as a jet prole analysis  
! is the rst to be introduced	 Then an adaptation
of Seymours K
T
clustering code  ! suitable for heavy Higgs searches within the
structure of ATRECON is discussed	 Both of these approaches have been adapted
for use within ATGEN particlelevel reconstruction as well as ATRECON fully
simulated reconstruction in order to provide the means for a complete analysis of
the H   ZZ   lljj signal at ATLAS	

 Cones
Though there are many variations to conebased algorithms the basic principle is
always the same	 This principle is that a jet can be dened by a jet axis and a cone
shaped area surrounding that axis	 The jet axis is determined generally speaking by
choosing the centre of an area of particularly high energy content in the calorimeter
for instance the highest energy tower	 For multijet events several towers which posses
an amount of energy exceeding a certain threshold can be chosen as jet centres	 The
exact location of the centre of the jet can be determined by a number of techniques
common ones are by simply choosing the physical centre of the highest energy tower
in the jet or a more sophisticated energy weighted average centre	 Once the centre








is drawn around this centre	 The energy from every cell within this cone is then
summed to give the jet energy	
Optimization of this algorithm often takes the form of adjusting the cone size
or energy threshold that determines whether or not a particular energy deposit signals
the presence of a jet	 The adjustment of the cone radius to improve performance in
the presence of pileup eects or closetogether jets is an oftemployed strategy to
optimize this type of algorithm	
Although the principle of the conebased approach is always the same in
practice the methods can be quite dierent	 In this thesis the conebased method
applied in this analysis is referred to as a prole analysis	 It is so named due to the
fact that it introduces measurable variables which allow the prole of the jet to be
analyzed	 The prole of the jet in this case refers to a measure of the lateral spread
of the jet in the calorimeter	

Several regions must be dened for pairs of jets in order to reconstruct the Z
boson from its decay to two jets in the prolebased coning technique	 After dening
a pair of jets the jetjet core jetjet centre full jet pairs and jetjet halo regions must
be dened	 The meaning of these variables is illustrated in Figure 	 and the exact
denition of each quantity will be given in a later section Table 	 along with a









clustering algorithm described here is a signicant departure from the usual
conebased approach to jet nding	 This algorithm starts by assuming that every







 as dened in Equations 	






























These quantities can be thought of as a measure of distance of a jet from
the beam d
iB
 and from the other jet in the pair d
ij
	 This is not a true physical
distance but it is helpful to think of the quantities in his way	 Once these quantities









can be thought of as determining whether each jet is closer
to the beam or to the another jet	 If it is closer to the other jet then the two jets
are combined to form a single jet	 If its closer to the beam then it is folded into
the beam jet and is eectively discarded from future clustering	 This process is an

iterative one so that after the each pass the number of jets being considered is reduced
by one	 This process is repeated until the number of jets remaining agrees with the
number requested by the algorithm user	 In this way the algorithm is topology
driven the user species the number of jets to look for based on the known topology
of the signal of interest	 Clearly this approach requires that the user understands the
physical process being looked for and set up the K
T
clustering algorithm accordingly	
One of the key features of the K
T
clustering technique is the recombina
tion scheme that is used	 The choice of recombination scheme determines how any
two jets will be combined to form a single jet characterised by a combined four
momentum	 It assigns momentum and direction to the new combined jet based on
the momentum and direction of the two original jets	 There are three main recombi
nation schemes that will be considered here the covariant Escheme the p
T
weighted




The simplest recombination scheme is the covariant Escheme	 In this tech
nique the momentum of the new jet p
ij
is simply dened as the sum of the four







weighted scheme recombines in the following way	 Instead of adding
the momenta as in the covariant Escheme the p
T












are the transverse momenta of the jets being considered	 The
direction of the jet is then determined in a weighted fashion such that the higher p
T
jet has more inuence on the nal jet direction than does the other jet in the pair
being combined	 This determination of direction is illustrated for pseudorapidity and


































pidities of the two jets being considered	




scheme	 In this scheme Equation 	 is again used to calculate the transverse mo
mentum of the new jet	 However in this case the R
ij
dened in Equation 	 is
replaced by the quantity R
ijk





























weighted radius from the jet formed from jets i and j to jet
k with subsequent values dened iteratively in the same manner	 This gives still
more weight than the other schemes to the harder jet when combining two jets of
unequal transverse momentum and has been shown to oer some improvement for
QCD reconstructions  !	
In the analysis performed here only the rst two of these recombination
schemes are utilized	 The third has not yet been implemented in the analysis code
due to the nonstandard sorting routines necessary for the monotonic weight scheme	
A detailed description of the application of this technique in ATLAS is given in  !	
 Muon Reconstruction
Although the emphasis of this analysis is jet reconstruction in order to reconstruct a H
  ZZ   jj decay it is also necessary to be able to reconstruct the Z that decays
to muons	 At particlelevel before detector simulation the muon momenta are
known exactly and the leptonic Z reconstruction is simple	 However to reconstruct

muons and hence the Z in the full ATLAS simulation presented here requires more
eort	
In order to reconstruct the Z which decays to two muons in both the signal and
the background the reconstruction package MUONBOX  ! was used	 MUONBOX
is a pattern recognition package that can be used to reconstruct muon tracks from
hits in the detectors that make up the muon system in ATLAS and can be added
on to ATRECON ATLAS reconstruction package but is not a standard part of
any ATLAS simulation package	 The eectiveness of this package is illustrated in
Figure 	
 which shows the reconstructed Z mass from two muons in the H   ZZ
  jj system	 The Gaussian t to this peak yields     GeV giving a mass
resolution of approximately 	 To obtain this mass peak all of the reconstructed
muons in each event are considered as possible candidates for Z reconstruction	 Then
the mass of all possible pairs of muons are calculated and the pair with mass closest
to the Z mass is kept	 Using this method approximately  of events contained
a muon pair with reconstructed mass within 
 GeVc
 
of the Z mass	 The fact
that the Z reconstruction is of this high quality without any attempt to optimize
the reconstruction ie	 no attempt was made to correct the events in the tails of the
distribution implies that the muon reconstruction provided by MUONBOX is very
good	 In fact the eciency for reconstructing a particular muon is  	
However there is a serious drawback to using the MUONBOX package to
reconstruct muons	 The drawback is the time it takes to analyse events using full
muon reconstruction	 As an example reconstructing  events using both the K
T
clustering and jetjet prole techniques takes approximately 
 minutes on a Hewlett
Packard 
 workstation	 When MUONBOX is also turned on the time for 
events increases to about  hours$ Nevertheless this package was used for all full

Figure 	
 Z reconstruction from muons in the H   ZZ   jj decay	

simulation muon reconstruction presented here due to the quality of the reconstruc
tion	 However as will be presented in the next section some muon cuts were made
before full simulation particlelevel in order to save time based on the assumption
that muons could be reconstructed  of the time using MUONBOX	
 The Monte Carlo Production
 Filter Selection Study
In order to understand the H   ZZ   jj signal and its Z  jets background a
particlelevel study of these processes was done	 The study is termed particlelevel
because it is performed on the vectors before they enter the simulated detector	 In
other words the ATGENPYTHIA output was analyzed before it was passed into
DICE	 So at this stage it is still possible to access many variables which are not
available in a real detector output	 For instance it is possible to nd all of the
daughter particles of a particular particle decay and determine the exact energy and
momentum of each of the fragments without concern about detector eects	 This
type of study allows for a quick examination of the data before the detailed time
consuming DICE simulation is initiated	
In this analysis a particlelevel study was used to clarify many important
issues before full simulation began	 The rst most fundamental particlelevel check
is to ensure that features of the events produced matched the requirements of the
study	 For instance each signal event should contain a Higgs boson which decays
to two Z bosons which in turn decay to two muons and two quark jets	 Once the
character of the event sample is veried an examination of particular features of
the data for example the P
T
distribution of the Z bosons and the pseudorapidity

distributions of the jets is done	 This examination of particular analysis variables
allows ltering cuts to be chosen	
Filtering cuts are imposed in order to limit the amount of full simulation
required to acquire a signicant sample of useful events	 A ltering cut is a cut on
the vectors before they are passed through the DICE simulation	 In the case of
this particular signal and background in order to get the correct ratio of signal to
background without the use of ltering cuts it would be necessary to fully simulate on
the order of 


background events for every signal event	 Clearly time constraints
would not allow a data sample of this size to be produced	 So at the particlelevel
certain loose cuts are applied to the signal and the background in order to improve the
signalbackground ratio that needs to be fully simulated	 For instance by requiring




 GeV the ratio of signal to background is improved by approximately
a factor of 
	
To choose these cuts P
T
distributions of the Z bosons in the signal and the
Z  jets background were obtained and are shown in Figures 	 and 		 From
Figures 	 and 	 it can be seen that a cut at 
 GeV P
T
is on the high energy
tail of the distribution of the Z from the background Z  jets thereby cutting out
the vast majority of the background events	 However in case of the signal very few
events are lost by performing a 
 GeV P
T
cut on the Z	 Since this cut greatly
reduces the background and leaves the signal intact and because previous studies
 ! have recommended nal P
T
cut of 
 GeV the 
 GeV cut was felt to be an
acceptable lter cut to be used in this study	
This ltering cut on the transverse momentum of the Z assumes good recon
struction of muon momenta will be available at the full simulation stage to ensure

Figure 	 The top histogram shows the P
T
distribution of one of the Z bosons from
the Higgs decay in the H   ZZ   lljj signal	 The bottom histogram is the P
T
distribution of the second Z from this decay	


Figure 	 This histogram shows the P
T
distribution of the Z boson in the Z  jets
background

that the same cut could have been made instead after full simulation with little eect
of the results something that is supported by results from Section 		 After apply
ing this cut it was found that in  of the passed events the muon pair satised
the cut while in the other  of events the transverse momentum of the quark pair
alone caused the event to pass the lter	 This means that in the vast majority of of
the events this ltering cut only depends on good muon reconstruction	
In addition to the P
T
of the Z bosons in the signal and background there are
several other quantities that can be used in lter cuts	 In this study two other ltering
cuts were used	 The rst of these additional lter cuts is a cut on the pseudorapidity
distribution of the forward jet

Figure 	 shows the distributions in  of the forward
jet candidates quarks from the qq   Hqq   ZZqq signal	 Figure 	 shows the
same distributions for quarks or gluons which are jet candidates from the Z  jets
background	 These gures show that most signal events contain jet candidates in the
forward region    	 However the candidates from the background are often at
low 	 For this reason a lter cut was chosen which requires that each event signal
and background contains a jet candidate in the pseudorapidity range       	
The particular  values of 	 and 	 were chosen to dene the forward region because
the ATLAS endcap calorimeter begins at     and the forward calorimeter extends
to an  of 	 Therefore no reconstruction will be possible above    in ATLAS
making this a very general loose cut	
The nal lter cut placed on the fourvectors based on the particlelevel anal




 GeV	 Figures 	 and 	 show the P
T
distributions of forward
jet candidates in the signal and background	 These gures show that once again
 
At this level ltering study the forward jet candidates are not found using a jet nder Instead
their direction is determined by the direction of the energetic quarks or gluons coming from the event
For this reason they are referred to here as 
forward jet candidates rather than forward jets

Figure 	  distributions of forward tag quarks from qq  Hqq   ZZqq signal

Figure 	  distributions of quark or gluon jet candidates from Z  jets background

the ltering cut is made on the high P
T
tail of the P
T
distribution of the background
events while it has a very small impact on the signal events	 This is another very
loose ltering cut	 In reality much harder jet P
T
cuts will have to be made in the
forward region to deal with the eects of pileup thereby making this a conservative
cut	
The particlelevel analysis of the Higgs signal and its background allows specic
ltering cuts to be chosen and invoked for the remainder of this study	 This allows
a signicant time saving to be realized in the full DICE simulation of heavy Higgs
events	 The ltering applied here cut  background while only cutting 
signal	
 The FullSimulation Production
After ltering the fourvectors were passed through a full DICE simulation version





simulated along with approximately  Z  jets background events in the same
TP geometry	
The signal was produced using a scalar version of DICE on a group of IBM
RISC  workstations using AIX 	 IBMUNIX version	 The Z  jets background
events were produced using a parallel version of DICE on six nodes of an IBM SP

AIX 	












Jet Core Cells Within Rcore	

Jet Centre Cells Within Rcentre	
Full Jet Cells Within Rhalo	
Jet Halo Cells between Rcentre and Rhalo
Jet Pair De
nitions
JetJet Core Cells Within Rcore of either jet
JetJet Centre Cells Within Rcentre of either jet
JetJet Pair Cells Within Rhalo of either jet
JetJet Halo Cells Between Rcentre and Rhalo of either jet
Table 	 Jet Denitions	
 Results  Full Simulation Reconstruction
 Reconstruction of Higgs Using Pro
le Analysis
In order to reconstruct the Z boson from two jets using the prolebased coning tech
nique it is necessary to dene many new quantities	 The prole variables necessary
for dening jets and jetjet pairs are each dened in Table 	 and their meaning is
illustrated in Figure 		
In order to nd jets and jetjet pairs by the denitions given in Table 	 the
centres of the jets must rst be found	 For this analysis jet centres have been found
in the following very simple way	 All cells with E
T
  GeV are considered as possible
centres	 The  cells with the highest E
T







 of 	 are chosen as jet centres	

Figure 	 This drawing shows the regions dening a jetjet pair in the prole tech
nique	 The darkest area represents the jetjet core the next darkest is the jetjet
centre region and the lightest is the jetjet halo	
Once the centres have been chosen jet pairs are formed by demanding that R
 	 between the two jet cores and that the P
T
of the jetjet core be greater than
 GeV	 If there is more than one jet pair that meets the P
T
requirement the pair
with the highest P
T
is chosen	 The P
T
cut is a strong background rejection cut as
most signal events will contain high P
T
jetpairs while Z  jets events will not	 In
the background sample when a jet pair can be formed that meets this P
T
cut it will
most often be composed of two wellseparated jets whereas the jets that form the jet
pairs in signal events will be relatively close together in 	 space	 Therefore the cut
on jet separation    has the eect of further reducing the background while not
severely cutting down on the eciency	
After the jet pair is chosen several other cuts can be applied	 The rst is a
requirement that the azimuthal opening angle 	 between the leading lepton pair

and the hadronic jet pair must 

	 This cut is expected to be eective because the
signal events arise from the decay of a Higgs which decays isotropically in its rest
frame emitting two Z bosons travelling backtoback	 Since the Higgs is in motion
when it undergoes this decay the Zs will be boosted in the direction of motion of the
Higgs reducing the angle between the two Zs	 However this boost is not expected
to be large enough to close the azimuthal angle between the two Zs to less than 

	
Meanwhile the background arises from a single Z boson and several jets that are not
expected to be travelling preferentially in a direction opposite to the Z and so are not
expected to show this gap in azimuthal angle	 This cut is used to further improve
the signal to background ratio	
Another important cut that can be used to distinguish this signal from its
background is an invariant mass cut on the reconstructed Z mass	 The Zmass is
reconstructed using the full jetjet pair as dened in Table 		 Events with invariant
mass within a certain mass window eg	 M
Z
  GeV of the known Z mass are
considered to be Higgs candidates those events with reconstructed masses outside of
this mass window are rejected	 Since the two high P
T
jets in the signal truly arise
from a Z decay the prole technique would be expected to reconstruct a large fraction
of signal events in this mass window	 However the reconstructed background events
which do not contain a Z   jj decay would not be expected to fall within this mass
window	
In addition to the use of these standard quantities for cutting the Z  jets
background new quantities which make use of jet prole information can be used	
Two useful jetjet prole variables which come out of this analysis technique are
the fraction of the full jet pair E
t




the invariant mass shift from the jetjet cores to the full jetjet pairs M	 The














and M can be used to distinguish signal from background
because background jets are expected to have more debris in the halo area than the
signal jets do	 This dierence occurs because the jets produced in the signal come from
a much dierent source than do the jets in the background	 The signal jets come from
a Z colour singlet while the background jets come from high P
T
recoil quarks which
are not colour singlets and produce additional gluons via bremsstrahlung	 These
radiated gluons are responsible for the added halo debris in the background events	
In the original study of this technique  
! Field and Grin found that at
a  TeV centreofmass energy at particlelevel using the ISAJET generator an
enhancement percent survival of signal  percent survival of background factor of
more than  could be obtained for an  GeVc
 
Higgs decaying to two jets and
two leptons via a pair of Zs	
The prole algorithm described in this section has been applied to 
 fully
simulated Higgs events of mass  GeVc
 
and 
 Z  jets events	 For the signal
this algorithm successfully reconstructs the Z and Higgs particle invariant mass as
shown in Figure 		 The true measure of the success of this technique however is
how well it distinguishes the signal from its Z  jets background	
The eectiveness of the prole algorithm in distinguishing signal from back
ground has been measured by using cuts on the quantities described in earlier P
T

core separation Z mass Higgs mass F
E
T
as dened in Equation 	 and  M as
dened in Equation 	
y
	 A summary of the eciencies rejections enhancements
y
The azimuthal angle cut on the leading lepton pair and the reconstructed jet pair also described

Figure 	 Invariant mass of the Z and Higgs particles as reconstructed from two




B obtained using these cuts is given in Table 	
	 The results presented in
this table include a standard P
T
  GeV cut on the jet core and a requirement
that the cores of the jetjet pair be separated by no more than 	 in all instances as
described in the introduction to the jet prole analysis technique presented earlier	
These results show that for the prole analysis of full simulation Higgs events
the best combination of cuts in terms of signal enhancement is a simple mass win
dow cut on both the Z mass and the Higgs mass	 The results also show that on
this small sample of events the background events can be completely eliminated by
making use of either of the jet prole variables F
E
T
or M 	 The signal enhancement
seen in Table 	
 indicates that the jet prole analysis technique employed here is
a very promising one for distinguishing H   ZZ   jj events from the Z  jets
background	
 Reconstruction of Higgs Using K
T
Clustering Analysis
For the analysis of the H   ZZ   lljj signal and its Z  jets background several
cuts have been tested on the K
T
clustering output	 In most cases the cuts have been
chosen to mirror the cuts of the prole analysis for the purpose of comparison	 How
ever an eort has also been made to discover new cuts which better take advantage
of this innovative technique	
Three of the cuts described earlier for the prole analysis an azimuthal angle
cut of 

between the leading lepton pair and the reconstructed Z jet a P
T
cut on




previously was also applied but proved ineective and so is not included in these results


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   B   Statistics
Z H mass windows S  	 for
M   GeV B   Calculation
Table 	
 Rejection eciencies enhancements and Signal
p
background us
ing each of PYTHIA and ISAJET to calculate background crosssectionsof the
jetprolebased Higgs mass   GeVc
 
 reconstruction are presented	 Cuts on
the P
T
 GeV of the reconstructed jet pair core region and on core separation
	 are implemented for all cases	 The H mass window extends from  GeV
to  GeV the Z mass window extends from  GeV to  GeV P
Tcore
refers to
the total transverse momentum of the jetjet core region and P
Tmu
is the transverse
momentum of the muon pair	

However these cuts are not necessarily good cuts in this type of analysis	 Take
as an example the mass window cut	 This cut is not well suited for this analysis be
cause of the way the Z mass is reconstructed in the K
T
clustering algorithm	 The
mass is reconstructed by clustering to more jets usually n   than would normally
be requested based on the topology of the event of interest	 Then all possible combi
nations of at least two jets are tried to nd the combination that gives a reconstructed
mass closest to the Z mass	 This technique has the advantage that it does not discard
soft jets from the Z as often as if the clustering were done in the more standard way of
requiring the precise number of jets expected	 By stopping the clustering at a point
when there are more jets left than expected a more accurate reconstruction can be
obtained	 However the disadvantage of this technique is that it shapes the mass of
the jets reconstructed from backround events to look like the Z mass	 This makes
the mass window cut ineective for K
T
clustering using the combinatorial approach
to reconstruct the Z mass	
Though the mass window cut is not as eective for this approach as it was
for the jet prole analysis another quantity the eective cone radius of the jet
has the potential to make up for this discrepancy	 The eective cone radius of a jet
reconstructed using this technique is dened as half of the 	 distance separating the
two most widely separated jets of the reconstructed Z	 In signal events this radius
is expected to be relatively small	 This is because the jets combined to form the Z
mass should actually arise from a single particle the Z	 In the background however
the jets recombined to give the best Z mass will often be very well separated as
they mimic the Z mass by mere coincidence	 This information allows for improved
distinction of signal from background	 Therefore it is possible to utilize the K
T
clustering technique to reconstruct a jet and still dene conelike quantities to aid in
background rejection	

Using the above cuts the K
T
clustering algorithm described in Section 	
	

has been been applied to the 
 fully simulated Higgs events and 
 Z  jets
events	 For the signal this algorithm successfully reconstructs the Z and Higgs par
ticle invariant mass as shown in Figure 		 Again the cuts detailed above have
been applied in order to better distinguish signal from background	 The results of
these cuts are summarized in Table 		
 Conclusions  Full Simulation Reconstruction
The results of applying these two jet nding algorithms to the H  ZZ  jj signal
and its Z  jets background show that each algorithm provides signicant signal en
hancement and should allow a heavy Higgs signal to be observed in ATLAS	 However
at this stage the jetjet prole technique appears to have a signicant advantage over
K
T
clustering for this signal best S
p






The advantage that the prole technique currently holds may be due to the
fact that its use is better understood and the cuts are therefore better optimized for
this signal	 Since this is the rst time that the K
T
clustering technique has been
applied to this type of signal work still needs to be done to nd the best variables to
cut using this technique	 Work in this area is continuing with the intent of producing
a K
T
clustering analysis with a performance which is competitive with the prole
technique	
The largest source of error in this fullsimulation analysis is statistical the
sample of events is not large enough	 The low number of events makes it dicult
to estimate precise values for S
p
B due to statistical uctuations	 For example the
statistical errors on each of the S
p
Bs presented in the tables of this section can

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Table 	 Rejection eciencies enhancements and Signal
p
background using each
of PYTHIA and ISAJET to calculate background crosssectionsof the K
T
cluster
ingbased Higgs mass   GeVc
 
 reconstruction are presented	 A cut on the
P
T
 GeV of the reconstructed Z is implemented for all cases	 The H mass
window extends from  GeV to 
 GeV the Z mass window extends from  GeV
to  GeV and P
Tmu
is the transverse momentum of the muon pair	

range as high as about  in the case when the cuts remove a very large fraction
of background events	 The low statistics also make it dicult to estimate the true
eectiveness of the prole cuts because they completely eliminate the background for
this small number of events	
The diculty with obtaining enough fully simulated events to remedy this
problem of low statistics is the length of time it takes to generate fully simulated
events approximately 
	 hours of CPU time per event on one node of an IBM SP
	
So to obtain  fully simulated background events would take approximately 
years of CPU time multiply by more than a factor of two to obtain real time on
shared machines	 Therefore even with several machines this is a very large time
investment in simulating a detector geometry which is constantly evolving	
For this reason it is desirable to attempt these event and background recon
structions at the particlelevel in order to increase speed and exibility	
	 Results  Particle Level
The prole analysis algorithm and the K
T
clustering analysis algorithm presented
earlier in this chapter have been adapted for use in the ATGEN particlelevel analysis
routines	 The reason for incorporating these algorithms into ATGEN is the speed
advantage obtained by not performing a full detector simulation	 The speed at which
particlelevel analyses can be performed allows for a thorough examination of the
analysis algorithms with better statistics ie	 more events than in full simulation	
The ability to improve statistics is particularly relevant when studying events such H
  ZZ   lljj which has a background Z  jets that will be produced at ATLAS
with approximately one million times the frequency of the signal	 The large number of

background events produced means that even after ltering cuts have been applied
full simulation of enough background events to accurately model the experimental
environment is extremely dicult	
If it can be shown that a particlelevel reconstruction using a chosen algorithm
is a good predictor of the full simulation performance of that algorithm then either
particlelevel reconstruction can be done in place of fully simulated background recon
struction or additional studies which would be too time consuming to attempt with
a full detector simulation can be performed	 To illustrate this agreement of particle
level and full simulation results consider the Z mass reconstruction produced by the
prolebased coning as presented in Figure 	
	 This gure shows that for 
p
E
energy smearing smearing the energy in each 	 bin by a Gaussian distribution
the agreement between particle level and full simulation results is very good	 This
agreement implies that the results of a particlelevel study will be a good predictor
of the fullsimulation performance	
One eect which would be dicult to test using full simulation is the eect
of detector energy resolution on the performance of each algorithm	 In a full sim
ulation a particular detector is chosen to be simulated and its energy resolution is
not an adjustable parameter	 Therefore testing several dierent resolutions is not an
easy task involving resimulation of events with several dierent detector geometries
or alternatively simulating the same geometry with several dierent hadronization
packages	 At the particlelevel however it is possible to smear the energy in a
particular 	 bin by a Gaussian distribution with the width of the Gaussian as
an easily alterable parameter	 In this way the eect of changing detector resolution





 Full simulation and particlelevel Z mass reconstructions are compared




A study of the performance of the prole and clustering algorithms is presented
here for many dierent detector resolutions corresponding to a range of resolutions
from a perfect detector to a detector with a 
p
E resolution	 Since this smearing
only takes into account a sampling term dependent on 
p
E without regard to
a constant or noise term in the energy resolution this test would not be expected
to fully take into account the eects of pileup	 In fact pileup is not treated in the
Higgs analysis presented here though it is a planned study for the future	
It should be noted that neither of these algorithms is the default methods
used in this ATLAS jet nding	 So far the only jet nders builtin to ATLAS re
construction particlelevel and full simulation have been based on single simple
cones	
 Pro
le Analysis Including Eects of Energy Resolu
tion
The prole analysis technique described previously has been applied to  Z  jets
events and  H  ZZ  lljj events for each dierent smearing detector resolution	
Figure 	 shows the eect of worsening energy resolution on the signal eciency of
the algorithm using F
E
T
cut described earlier	 Summaries of the results for three
of these smearings are shown in Table 	 for the case in which no smearing was
applied Table 	 for smearing which emulates a 
p
E resolution and Table 	
for smearing which emulates a 
p
E detector energy resolution	
In the tables of results presented here the enhancement factor refers to the
ratio of the percentage of signal that survives a cut to the percentage background
that survives that same cut	 The S
p
B where S refers to signal and B refers to
background values in the last two columns in these tables are calculated using a





integrated over one year a Higgs production
crosssection calculated by PYTHIA physics generator and a Z  jets crosssection
calculated from either PYTHIA rst column of values or ISAJET second column
of S
p
B 	 The reason that two dierent generator codes are compared for the cal
culation of the Z  jets crosssection is to minimize the danger of generatorspecic
inaccuracy in crosssection estimation	 So the crosssections calculated from two
widely used generators PYTHIA and ISAJET were each used to calculate the ex
pected background rates in ATLAS however only PYTHIA was used to generate
vectors	 A third generator specically written to simulate vector boson produc
tion which can also be compared to PYTHIA is VECBOS	 However at the time
this study was performed W  jets generation was possible in the ATLAS version
of VECBOS but Z  jets generation was not	 When VECBOS is capable of Z jets
production it should also be used to calculate the expected crosssections	
In addition to the results presented in Tables 	 through 	 the performance
of the algorithm as a function of worsening energy resolution is shown in Figure 	
for the signal eciency and Figure 	 for Z mass reconstruction	 These re
sults show that the performance of the prole algorithm in distinguishing signal from
background degrades with worsening detector resolution	 While the dierence in
performance between the perfect calorimeter no smearing and the smearing which
emulates a 
p
E detector resolution is relatively small if the smearing is in
creased further to 
p
E for example performance begins to degrade	 This can





E	 Also the PYTHIAcalculated S
p
B for the best case





The ATLAS design goal for the endcap calorimetry is a sampling term of 
p
E
an acceptable number based on these results	 However if the design goal is not met

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Figure 	 Eciency vs	 detector energy resolution for Higgs particles as recon
structed from two jets using jetjet prole technique	





these results show that although the prole algorithm still provides a signicant im
provement in signal identication its performance suers noticeably	 It should be
noted however that this smearing study does not take into account a constant or
noise term in the calorimeter energy resolution	
It is also interesting to check the performance of this algorithm for dierent
Higgs boson masses	 The range of masses in which this type of analysis on this




	 With this is
mind the signal eciency performance of this analysis technique is plotted versus
Higgs mass in Figure 	 for the case in which no smearing is added	 The results
show that the eciency for signal detection increases with increasing Higgs mass	
A possible explanation for this improvement is that the Z produced from a heavier
Higgs particle will produce a more collimated jet than will a Z from a low mass Higgs
particle	 This means that more events would pass the cut requiring a low transverse
momentum fraction in the jet halo region	 However it is expected that due to a lower













clustering algorithm was applied to the same  background and 
signal events as for the prole analysis for each of the three energy resolutions	 The
results are summarized in Table 	 for the case with no smearing Table 	 for a

p
E resolution and Table 	 for a 
p
E resolution	
Again the evolution of algorithm performance with worsening detector energy


Figure 	 Algorithm performance versus Higgs mass for the case in which no
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the transverse momenta of the the muon pair	


resolution is examined via plots of eciency and z mass resolution versus detector
energy resolution	 These results are shown in Figures 	 and 		 These results
show that the performance of the K
T
clustering algorithm in distinguishing signal
from background remains basically unchanged with moderate smearing but then
degrades signicantly when the smearing is increased above about 	 Also as
in the case of the prole algorithm with  resolution the PYTHIAcalculated
S
p
B drops to about 
 of its value at  energy resolution 	 to 
		
As in the prole study the results of the clustering analysis imply that the AT
LAS design goal of a  sampling term is acceptable with regards to the performance
of this algorithm	 Again however if this design goal is not met the performance of
the algorithm suers considerably	


Figure 	 Eciency vs	 detector energy resolution for Higgs particles as recon
structed from two jets using the jet clustering technique	


Figure 	 Z mass reconstruction resolution vs	 detector energy resolution for Higgs







In this thesis two major types of detector simulation tests have been performed
for the ATLAS detector	 The rst involves a series of tests of the performance of the
endcap detector in the presence of pileup eects	 The second is the simulation of a
heavy Higgs signal and its dominant background in ATLAS	
In the rst type of test three separate simulation studies have been performed	
The rst is a study of the eects on energy resolution of varying the longitudinal
segmentation of the endcap in the presence of pileup eects	 The second study
again analyzes energy resolution in the presence of pileup this time with a varying
detector granularity	 The nal study is similar to the previous two except that the
geometrical property that is varied is the copper absorber thickness in the back wheel
of the hadronic endcap	 In all three of these studies it was found that the variation
of these geometrical properties had little eect on energy resolution in the presence
of pileup	
In the study of the H   ZZ   jj signal and its Z  jets background in
ATLAS two dierent jet nding techniques are applied and compared	 The analy
sis based on the jetjet prole technique was found to give superior performance on
this signal S
p







	 However with further optimization it is hoped that K
T
clustering can produce results competitive with the jetjet prole analysis	 A com
parison of fullsimulation and particlelevel results for each of these techniques shows


that the particlelevel results are good predictors of full simulation performance	 A
study of algorithm performance as a function of calorimeter energy resolution shows
that a resolution of approximately  is the maximum acceptable to maintain
the best performance of these algorithms	
The performance of these algorithms would be expected to degrade in the pres
ence of pileup not considered here however in this analysis only Z reconstruction
techniques were used to distinguish Higgs signals from background no other infor
mation has been used	 For example the use of a forward jet tag in conjunction with
these techniques would be expected to further improve the results	 The next stage in
this analysis is to include pileup eects and forward jet tagging in the study in order
to better estimate the performances of the algorithms under more realistic conditions	
In summary the performance of the ATLAS hadronic endcap in the presence
of pileup eects is not signicantly eected by altering any of the design parameters
considered here	 Since this is true and it has been shown in previous  !  
! studies
that the technical proposal design meets the stated ATLAS calorimetry design goals
the rst type of detector design requirement is successfully tested	 Also it is possible
to get an acceptable signalbackground in a potentially important physics channel
heavy Higgs meeting the second detector requirement	 So although extensive
simulation work in these areas will of course continue the performance of the ATLAS
hadronic endcap is satisfactory in both major elements of design	

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Energy Resolution of Jets in the Presence of
Pileup Noise in the Endcap Calorimetry
FINAL DRAFT
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The energy resolution of jets in the endcap liquid argon calorimeters is studied	 En
ergy resolution results are obtained using two dierent hadronic transport codes
GCALOR and GEANTFLUKA	 The combined eects on the resolution of the mag
netic eld inner detector material cone size used in reconstruction and the eect of
jet to jet shower evolution dierences are discussed	 Finally the eect of minimum
bias pileup noise on the jet energy resolution in the endcap is investigated and a series
of cuts designed to reduce the impact of pileup noise are introduced	

A Introduction
The energy resolution achieved for jets in the ATLAS calorimetry system will be af
fected by many factors including the amount of material in front of the calorimeters
minimum bias pileup noise the algorithms and cuts used in the reconstruction and
the quality of the calibration	 While neglecting these eects can be useful when de
signing a calorimeter the intrinsic jet resolution thus obtained will be very dierent
than the resolution attained by the actual system used to make physics measurements	
Previous notes  
!  !  !  ! have reported results in which many if not all of the
above eects were neglected	 The study presented in this note attempts to obtain a
more realistic estimate of the actual jet resolution of the ATLAS endcap calorimeters
by including some of the detector eects mentioned above	
In this study fully simulated dd dijet events were used to measure the energy
resolution of the calorimeters	 The generation method used for these jets is described
in section A	 of this note	 In section A	 the calibration and reconstruction methods
which were used to dene and compare the energy of the jets at the vertex to the
energy seen in the calorimeter are described	
The results of the energy resolution analysis are presented in section A		 The
eects of the material and magnetic eld on the resolution are evaluated as well as
the contribution due to jet to jet dierences which include uctuations in the shape
particle content and energy spectrum of the jets	 The energy resolution of jets when
all of the above eects are included is then presented for various reconstruction cone
sizes	 The behaviour of the calibration weighting constants is also discussed	 In order
to better understand the results for jets single particle energy resolutions as well as
e and eh ratios are given	

Section A	 presents the study of the energy resolution in the presence of min
imum bias pileup noise	 The section begins with a description of the pileup inclusion
method and of the cuts applied	 The jet scale and energy resolution with pileup noise
is then evaluated for dierent cone sizes and cell level energy cuts	 Following the
presentation of the results a discussion of their implications for physics analysis is
presented in section A		
A Generation of the Data Sample
For the purposes of this study dd dijet events were generated using ATGENPYTHIA
version 	 at transverse energies of      
 and  GeV	 For each of




were selected for this study due to their more realistic angular energy distribution and
particle multiplicity when compared to single jets as reported by Cozzi and Perini  !	
Single jets which have been commonly used for calibration of the calorimeters in the
simulation are unrealistically narrow in angular scope and can be misleading when
used for studies which take into account jet cone size	
The minimum bias four vectors used to generate fully simulated pileup events
were also generated with ATGENPYTHIA version 		 A total of  minimum
bias events were prepared using the datacards shown in table A		
Both the dijet and minimum bias four vectors were passed through the detector
simulation using DICE version 
	 and GEANT version 	
	 The GEANT default
energy threshold cuts were applied during the full simulation of the dijets	 A modied
version of the ATLTP datacard which removed the endcap preshower and moved















MSTP Multiple interactions with
MSTP




 Particle decays only if   nm	
Table A	 Data cards used in the production of minimum bias events using AT
GENPythia	
z was used	 This endcap conguration corresponded to the design specication of the
ATLAS Technical Proposal  !	 All detector components in the simulation conformed
to the standard ATLTP geometries except for a new hadronic endcap module	 This
geometry included all interplate gaps as well as the copperkapton electrodes inside
the liquid argon	 The denition of individual detector elements in the hadronic endcap
geometry allowed the use of real calorimeter cells and not the perfectly projective 	
bins present in the standard TP geometry	 The granularity of the electromagnetic
calorimeter was   	   
   
 with three longitudinal segments	 The
hadronic calorimeter had four longitudinal segments and a granularity of 	 
     from 	 to 	 and      from 	 to 	
	 The hadronic
endcap geometry followed the specications of the engineering diagram shown in
gureA		
For the study involving single particles the  threshold was set at  KeV
and the hadronic threshold was set at  MeV	 The geometry used was a standalone
version of GEANT which included the detailed description of the hadronic calorimeter

Figure A	 A cross section of the hadronic endcap geometry which was simulated
for the production of data used in this note	 This geometry included all interplate
gaps and CuKapton electrodes	

described previously without any other material present	 The material of the rest of
the ATLAS detector was excluded from the single particle study in order to extract
the intrinsic parameters of the hadronic endcap calorimeter	
As previously reported by the authors  ! important dierences have been
found between jet energy resolutions measured using dierent hadronic transport
codes	 In order to investigate these dierences the jet production but not the min
imum bias production was duplicated for each of two hadronic transport packages
GEANTFLUKA and GCALOR	 The default hadronic transport code used in DICE
GHEISHA was not used in the jet simulation	
A Jet Reconstruction and Calibration Procedure
The true energy E
true
 of the jets was dened at the particle level as the energy







around the initial partons direction	 Thus E
true
has a maximum of the original
parton energy if all of the initial jet particles are contained within the cone	 A true
jet nding algorithm was not used as the goal of the study was to measure the jet
energy resolution around a specic  centre	 The value of E
true
was used as the
target energy of the jet in the calibration procedure	 The deposited energy in each
longitudinal segment of the electromagnetic ENDE and hadronic ENDH endcap







around the direction of the original parton	 Near the boundary of the cone a cell was
included in the sum if the position of its centre fell within the required radius	
The total reconstructed energy E
recon
j
 of the j
th
jet in the sample was deter

















is the raw energy deposited in the i
th
longitudinal segment of the
calorimeter and a
i
is the calibration constant of the i
th
longitudinal segment	 The
endcap calorimeter was divided into seven longitudinal segments with segments 
belonging to the electromagnetic endcap calorimeter and segments  belonging to
the hadronic endcap calorimeter	
The calibration constants a
i














where there were M jets in the sample and E
true
j
was the true energy of the jet in
the cone at the vertex as explained above	
The minimization procedure was applied in an iterative manner	 For the rst




was calculated for each jet	 A gaussian distribution was then t to













j   were then transferred to the minimization procedure in order to nd new
calibration constants	
After this initial minimization the values of E
recon
j
were recalculated using the






was again t with a






j   were
again selected and resubmitted to the minimization procedure in order to generate
better calibration constants	 This procedure was repeated until the  obtained from







distribution changed by less than  between iterations	
The calibration program typically repeated this procedure four times in order to arrive
at a stable value of 	 These nal calibration constants were then applied to the entire
data sample less those events for which E
recon
was less than  of E
true
	 Typically
this nal set consisted of  of the original number of jets	 Those jets which had
E
recon
less than  of E
true
were due to emission of a hard gluon such that a cone
centered on the original parton direction was missed by most of the particles	
Due to the presence of tails in the energy distributions for small cone sizes the
nal  for the energy resolution calculation was given by a gaussian t in the range






distribution	 The energy resolution for a
given jet energy and cone size was then calculated as this  divided by the nominal
generation energy of the jets	
A Energy Resolution Results
A Exterior Contributions to the Energy Resolution
In the following section an attempt is made to isolate and measure various contribu
tions to the energy resolution of the jets at the particle level	 The eects of the jet
shape and particle content as well as the detector material preceeding the calorimeter
and magnetic eld are studied	
In order to compare the energy in the jet cone at the vertex with the en
ergy in the same cone after the particles of the jet had passed through the detec
tor material preceeding the calorimeters the subroutine GUSTEP of the DICE pro
gram was modied	 Using a simulation which included only the inner tracker the

solenoid coil the endcap cryostat and with the full magnetic eld the jet particles
were stopped at the interface between the cryostat and the electromagnetic endcap
calorimeter	 The stopped particles were then binned in an array with a granularity
of  	       for further analysis	
Contribution of Muon and Neutrino Content
Previous authors  
! removed the energy contribution of the muons and neutrinos
present in the jet when calculating the intrinsic energy resolution of the calorimetry	
In this study the energy deposition due to muons and neutrinos was measured by
stopping them as described in the preceeding paragraph	 The measurement of the
muon and neutrino energy contribution was performed both at the vertex and the
endcap calorimeter face in an attempt to take into account the decay of pions in the
detector preceeding the calorimetery	 The contribution of neutrinos and muons to
the total jet energy is small on average less than 	 The rms of the neutrino and
muon energy distribution was measured to be 
 GeV for a  GeV jet	
Contribution of Inner Tracking Dead Material and Magnetic Field
The eect of the tracking and dead material preceding the calorimeter was measured




were repeated for two cones sizes R   and 	 both centred at   
 	 The
average value of the energy lost in the inner tracking and cryostat including energy
that exits the cone is shown in gure A	
 for these ve energy points	 The rms of the
dierence between the energy of the jet at the vertex and at the calorimeter face is
also plotted in gure A	
 for the ve energy points	 The rise of the rms as a function
of the jet energy demonstrates that for jets the contribution of the material to the

energy resolution cannot be included solely in the noise or material term cE	 This
is due to uctuations in the number of particles and the specic particle content of
each jet as well as to the increase in the average number of particles in a jet as a
function of energy	 Although the use of single particles would allow the material term
to be measured more precisely pileup and electronic noise will dominate this term in
the resolution even at low luminosity as is shown in section A		 Figure A	 shows the
contribution of energy loss in the inner detector material and energy leakage from the










where a corresponds to the sampling term b the constant term and c the
material term	 The results of this t are also shown in gure A		 The near zero con
stant term is expected since the exact energy of the particles in the jet are extracted
from GEANT before they enter the calorimeter	 What is shown are the uctuations
of the energy exiting the cone or lost in the material	 The t also shows the impor
tant contributions of the inner detector material and the cone energy leakage to the
sampling term in the case of jets	 The eect of the magnetic eld alone on the jet
energy resolution was found to be negligible	
Jet to Jet Fluctuations
The eects of uctuations in the multiplicity energy distribution and angular scope
of the particles comprising a jet on the energy resolution were also considered	 In order
to measure these eects the same dijet formed from the same initial particles was
passed through the detector simulation  times with dierent initial random seeds	
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Figure A	
 The top plot shows the average energy lost in the inner tracking and
dead material preceeding the calorimeter as a function of jet energy	 This average
also includes energy lost due to particles leaving the cone radius	 The triangles show
results for a cone size of R	 while the circles show results for R		 The rms
of the energy lost in the inner tracking and dead material preceeding the calorimeter
as a function of the square root of the jet energy is shown in the bottom plot	 The
rms also includes energy lost due to particles leaving the cone radius	 Again the
triangles show results for a cone size of R	 while the circles show results for
R		 All cones are centred at   
 	

Figure A	 The contribution of energy loss in the inner tracking and energy leakage
from the cone to the energy resolution of the endcap calorimeter	 The solid line shows
results for a cone size of R	 while the dashed line shows results for R		
Both cones are centred at   
 	

transverse energies    and 
GeV E
T
at   
  using GEANTFLUKA	
The calibration and reconstruction of these jets followed the method of section A		
In order to simulate a typical jet at each of the above transverse energies three
dierent identical dijets were passed through the detector simulation  times
each and the nal energy resolution taken to be the mean of the three E values
obtained from these distributions	 Figure A	 shows the average energy resolution of
these identical jets as compared to the resolution for a set of  jets each with
dierent initial particle content	 The t is made using the material term shown in
gure A	 for a R	 cone	 The results of the t show that the sampling term
receives contributions from the jet uctuations	 It must be kept in mind however
that both of the curves in gure A	 contain contributions from both material eects
and jet to jet uctuations and hence the dierence in sampling terms between the
curves in this gure is not due entirely to jet to jet dierences	
A Jet Energy Resolution of the Endcap Calorimeter
In order to facilitate a comparison of the energy resolution results obtained from this
study with those of previous studies the energy resolution of the entire endcap was
measured using all energy deposited in the calorimeters between     and    

in the reconstruction procedure	 The true jet energy was determined accordingly
as the total generator energy at the vertex directed between these two  values	 The
results of the reconstruction which followed the procedure of section A	 taking into
account three segments of the ENDE and four segments of the ENDH is shown in
gure A	 for GEANTFLUKA circles and for GCALOR squares	 The sampling
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Figure A	 A comparision of the energy resolution for jets with identical initial
particle content dashed line and dierent initial particle content solid line	 The
energy resolutions shown are for a R	 cone at   
 	

Parameter This Note CAL
Fluka Sampling Term 
p
E          
Fluka Constant Term GeV  
       
GCALOR Sampling Term 
p
E      na
GCALOR Constant Term GeV 
    na
Table A	
 Sampling and constant terms measured by tting the energy resolution









where a is the sampling term and b is the constant term	 A summary of the
whole calorimeter sampling and constant terms as compared to a previous analysis
 ! is given in table A	
	 Energy resolution curves for cones of size R   	 and
	 are shown in gure A	 for GEANTFLUKA and GCALOR	 The dierences in




In order to test the eects of dierent particle energy cutos during the gen
eration on the jet energy resolution the  GeV E
T
jets at   
  were regenerated
using the energy threshold cuts suggested by the H collaboration  !	 These cuts
lowered the  threshold energy from  MeV to 	
 MeV and the hadronic threshold
from  MeV to  MeV	 When the analysis method described in section A	 was
applied very little dierence in jet energy resolution was observed between the jets
generated with the H cuts and the jets generated with the GEANT default cuts as


























Figure A	 The energy resolution of the entire endcap calorimeter between    
and    
 for jets centred at   
 	 The circles are the results of using
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Figure A	 Energy resolution curves for dijets reconstructed in three dierent cone
sizes using GEANTFLUKA top and GCALOR bottom	

GEANT Cuts FLUKA E  GCALOR E 
GEANT Default          
H Cuts  
        
Table A	 A comparison of the energy resolution results for  GeV E
T
jets centered
at   
  reconstructed in the whole endcap calorimeter volume for two dierent
sets of GEANT cuts	 The cuts are described in the text	
A Behaviour of the Calibration Constants
The behaviour of the calibration constants as functions of energy and jet cone size
is studied is this section	 Figure A	 compares the calibration constants obtained
for the rst electromagnetic calorimeter layer and the rst hadronic calorimeter layer
using GEANTFLUKA and GCALOR	 As was shown in the previous sections for
the energy resolution of jets a discrepency is observed between the two hadronic
transport codes	 The variation of the constants as a function of energy is small for
both hadronic transport codes	
Figure A	 displays the average calibration constant for both the electromag
netic and hadronic endcaps for dierent jet cone sizes	 As the cone size increases the
average calibration constant in both the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters
decreases due to the fact that less energy escapes from the larger cone	




for  GeV E
T
jets for dierent
cone sizes	 For this plot E
true
was taken to be the energy at the vertex directed
within the same cone size as was used in the reconstruction	 Figure A	 shows the
spectra of the same jets but this time E
true
is taken to be the energy at the vertex


























































Figure A	 The calibration constant obtained for the rst electromagnetic endcap
layer top and the rst hadronic endcap layer bottom versus jet energy using
the energy deposited in whole calorimeter during the calibration	 The results us
ing GEANTFLUKA are shown by the circles while the results using GCALOR are
denoted by the squares	 In all cases the error in the minimization as given by MI























































Figure A	 The average electromagnetic calorimeter calibration constant top and
average hadronic calorimeter calibration constant bottom obtained for three dif
ferent jet cone sizes R   	 and 		 The energy deposited in the whole
calorimeter was used in the calibration	 The results for GEANTFLUKA are shown
by the circles and the results for GCALOR by the squares	 Again the MINUIT
tting error is smaller than the data points	

in the energy scale as a function of the reconstruction cone size is seen by comparing
gures A	 and A		






is taken to be the energy at the vertex directed within a R   cone are shown in
gure A		 The t used to isolate the tails was again an asymmetric gaussian from
  to 	 As a reference a perfect gaussian distribution would have 	 of the
energy outside of the tted region	
A Investigation of Hadronic Code Dierences
In order to better understand the observed dierences in energy resolution between
GCALOR and GEANTFLUKA simulations using single particles were performed	
Figure A	
 shows the energy resolution of pions for GEANTFLUKA and GCALOR
as well as for GHEISHA	 By simulating electrons at the same energies as the pions e
ratios were obtained at several energies as shown in gure A		 From the information
in this gure it is possible to extract the approximate values of eh by using the












This formula gives an approximate eh ratio of 	 for GHEISHA 	 for
GCALOR and 	 for GEANTFLUKA	 As expected the package that generates
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for  GeV E
T
jets using the whole endcap
calorimeter and three dierent cone sizes	 The value for E
true
used was taken to be the
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for  GeV E
T
jets using the whole endcap
calorimeter and three dierent cone sizes	 The value for E
true
used was taken to be
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ve jet energies and three cone sizes when E
true
is taken to be the energy at the
vertex directed with a cone of size R  	 A perfect gaussian would have 	 of
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Figure A	
 Energy resolution for pions in the endcap calorimeter using Gheisha
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Figure A	 e ratios for the endcap calorimeter using Gheisha circles GCALOR
squares and GEANTFLUKA triangles	


A	 Energy Resolution of Jets in the Presence of
Pileup Noise
The eect of minimum bias pileup noise on the energy resolution of jets is considered
in this section	 For the shaping function used by the liquid argon calorimeters it
has been shown  ! that the rms of the pileup noise distribution does not vary with
the square root of the area but scales as A

	 Furthermore it was also shown that
there are important longitudinal correlations in the energy deposited by minimum
bias events in the calorimetry	 A realistic simulation of the eect of pileup noise is
therefore particularily important in determining the actual energy resolution of jets
and obtaining the best parameters for jet nding algorithms	 As was the case with
dierent cone sizes the jet energy scale will vary depending on the magnitude of the
cell level E
T
cuts used to remove the pileup noise	 The optimization of such cuts
must take into account the jet energy the cone size and of course the operating
luminosity	
The cell level E
T
cuts used in this note were applied using two methods	 The
rst method referred to in this note as a tower cut applied a cut to the sum of the
energy deposited in all longitudinal samplings contained in a common   	 
     bin	 The second method applied a separate E
T
cut to each longitudinal
sampling in a tower and is refered to as a layer cut	 In the layer cut method the
results of  ! regarding the amount of pileup noise in each longitudinal sampling were
used to scale the E
T
cut applied to each longitudinal sample	 For each  GeV E
T
of
integrated layer cut the individual layer cuts are of magnitude 	 GeV 	
 GeV
	 GeV 	 GeV 	 GeV 	 GeV and 	 GeV E
T
respectively for
each of the seven longitudinal layers of the endcap calorimeter	

A Pileup Inclusion Method
For the liquid argon calorimeters the reponse of the shaping electronics to a triangu
lar input pulse lasts for over  ns which means that the energy deposition of over 

bunchcrossings in the calorimetry must be considered for each signal event	 For the
purposes of this study the shaping response time was taken to span 
 bunchcrossings	
The pileup events used consisted of fully simulated minimum bias events convoluted
with the bipolar shaping functions of both endcap calorimeters	 Both high and low
luminosity pileup events were added to the signal events in order to test the reso
lution degradation for dierent luminosity regimes	 The high luminosity pileup was
generated using a Poisson mean of 
 minimum bias events per bunch crossing cor






with a cross section of  mb while the
low luminosity pileup used a mean of 
	 minimum bias events per bunch crossing






	 A detailed study of pileup events
in the ATLAS calorimetry may be found in  !	 The pileup study presented in this
note used only GEANTFLUKA for both signal and pileup generation	
The pileup noise energy was merged with the jet energy at the readout cell
level	 The aggregate merged energy of the jets plus pileup noise was then recon
structed using the calibration constants obtained without pileup by the method de
scribed in section A		 The nal energy resolution in the presence of pileup noise was
obtained using the same asymmetrical gaussian t as for the signal alone	 Note that
all results with pileup used GEANTFLUKA for both the jet signal and the minimum
bias production	

A Energy Resolution in the Presence of Pileup Noise
The presence of minimum bias pileup noise will severely degrade the energy resolution
of the calorimetry in ATLAS	 In order to reduce the importance of this noise cell
level transverse energy cuts must be applied	 The eect of the cell level cuts on the
combined signal and pileup and on the pileup alone may be seen in gure A		 The
cut applied in this gure is a 
 GeV E
T
integrated layer cut	 The pileup after the cut
is only shown if the combined energy of the signal plus pileup in that cell passed the
cut	 It can be seen that most of the pileup contribution is cut while the large core of
signal energy in the combined plot remains intact	
Figure A	 shows the energy resolution versus jet energy for signal alone and
for signal plus high luminosity pileup using two dierent values of integrated layer cut
in a R  cone	 As can be seen from the plot the higher E
T
cut makes a marked
improvement in the energy resolution in the presence of pileup noise	
To obtain the optimal cuts and cones sizes needed to reduce the eects of
pileup noise the  and 
 GeV E
T
jets centered at   
  were used	 The  GeV
E
T




reconstructed in R   and 	 cones	 Figure A	 shows the energy resolution for
these jet energies and cone sizes versus the integrated E
T
of layer cut circles or E
T
of tower cut squares which was applied	 The best resolution for both the layer cut
and tower cut methods occurs for an E
T
value of about 	 GeV for both jet energies	
For low luminosity pileup noise the cuts applied to reduce the pileup contri
bution to the energy resolution need not be so severe	 Figure A	 shows the energy
resolution of jets alone circles and in the presence of low luminosity pileup with a
weak layer cut triangles	 As can be seen the degradation of the resolution is not
































































Figure A	 The top row of plots shows the combined energy of  GeV E
T
jets
plus high luminosity pileup in each calorimeter tower before and after a 
 GeV E
T
integrated layer cut	 The bottom row shows the pileup per tower before the cut on
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Figure A	 Energy resolution of jets alone circles and jets plus high luminosity
pileup using two dierent values of integrated layer cut squares and triangles	 The
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Figure A	 The energy resolution of  GeV and 
 GeV E
T
jets in various cone


























Figure A	 Energy resolution of signal alone circles and signal plus low luminosity
pileup using a  GeV E
T
integrated layer cut triangles	 The jets were reconstructed
in a R   cone	

In order to test the eect of a change in calorimeter granularity on the jet
energy resolution a new DICE geometry for the hadronic endcap with the granularity
changed to  	   
  
 at   
  was used	 This geometry was motivated
by plans for the descoping of the hadronic endcap calorimeter	 Jets were generated
at   
  at transverse energies of     




  at energies of  
  and  GeV	 The method of reconstruction and
calibration was identical to that of section A		 High luminosity pileup was then added
to the reconstructed jets in the same manner as in section A			 A comparison of the
resulting energy resolutions with pileup for the original and modied granularities is
shown in gure A	 for dierent cell level cuts	 It can be seen that for a given value
of cut there is very little dierence in energy resolution between the two dierent
granularities	
A Jet Scale in the Presence of Pileup Noise
To illustrate how the cuts aect the resolution and scale of the jet signal combined








combined with high luminosity pileup are shown for various tower cuts in gure A	
for a R  cone	 The cuts not only aect the width of the distribution but also
the energy scale	 The energy scale factor is dened as the nominal generation energy
of the jet divided by the peak reconstructed energy	
Figure A	
 shows the evolution of the jet energy scale as a function of the
jet energy in a R   cone for the signal alone and for signal combined with high
luminosity pileup for dierent integrated layer cuts	 The jet energy scale obtained
when pileup is added but no cut is applied is identical to the case without pileup since









































Figure A	 Energy resolution for jets with high luminosity pileup reconstructed
in a R   cone	 Results for the nominal granularity      and a modied
hadronic endcap granularity  
 
 are shown	 Dierent tower cuts and integrated
layer cuts are applied	 The top plot shows the results for jets centered at   
 
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jets combined with high luminosity pileup	 The spectra after several dierent values
of transverse energy tower cuts are shown	


energy contribution of zero	 When the  GeV E
T
integrated layer cut shown in
gure A	
 is applied only cells with a mimimum value of positive energy are
retained and hence the average pileup energy is no longer zero	 This causes the
reconstructed energy of the jets combined with pileup to go up and hence gives rise
to a scale factor lower than one	 As the magnitude of the cuts increase however
more cells containing signal are removed and the reconstructed jet energy begins to




integrated layer cut in gure A	
	
The eect of dierent cone sizes on the jet scale when pileup noise is added
was studied using  and 
 GeV E
T
jets	 The reconstruction cone sizes used were
R   and 	 for the  GeV E
T




 shows the resulting jet scale factors versus the integrated E
T
value
of the layer cut	 The jet energy scale shows less variation for smaller cones because
the average energy of the cells within the small cones is higher than for the big cones	





for the tower cut the two
scale factors for dierent cone sizes are the same since almost all the peripheral cells




The results presented in this note used PYTHIA dijets exclusively	 Some of the
conclusions might have been dierent if other types of jets had been considered
especially concerning the jet cone size	 In particular the very high energy forward
jets produced in qq  qqH are very collimated and for this case the use of a smaller
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Figure A	
 The jet scale factor for the signal alone and for the signal plus high
luminosity pileup with two dierent values of integrated layer cuts reconstructed in
a R   cone	 The jet scale factor is dened as the nominal generation energy of
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Figure A	
 The jet scale factor for the signal alone and for the signal plus high
luminosity pileup for  and 
 GeV E
T
jets using several cone sizes versus the
integrated E
T
value of the layer cut applied	

transverse energy	
For the calibration of DICE earlier work by the authors  ! shows that single
jets give nearly the same results as dijets as long as the cone size is very large	
Therefore because it is easier to dene the nominal energy of single jets they should
be considered for calibration purposes	
Electronic noise was not included in this note since pileup noise dominates at
high luminosity	 However this is not the case for low luminosity so the results given
here for the latter regime are optimistic	
The jets studied in this note were directed far away from the 	 crack and
the 	
 crack	 Clearly the energy resolution will be lower in those regions and
although work has been done in these areas before few if any of the eects studied
in this note were included	
An important deterioration of the jet energy resolution due to pileup noise
has been observed at high luminosity	 Here to reduce the inuence of pileup smaller
jet cones and strong cell E
T
cuts were used	 Other strategies to recover some of the
lost resolution might come from the use of zero supression or optimal ltering  ! in
hardware and more sophisticated jet algorithms in software	
The deterioration of the energy resolution due to pileup noise must be taken
into account when performing particle level simulations	 Also the choice of a cone
size for jet reconstruction must to be made by considering both the cell cuts that will
be needed to obtain an optimal energy resolution and the proportion of energy in the
tails of the reconstructed energy distributions for that cone size	

A Conclusions
In this note an eort was made to obtain a more realistic estimate of the jet energy
resolution of the endcap calorimeters through studying detector eects estimating
the eect of pileup noise and investigating methods of dealing with the associated
loss of resolution	
First the eect of the material in front of the calorimeter and the uctuations
in the jet event shape were studied	 It was shown that the parameterization of
the calorimeter resolution for jets receives contributions from both of these eects
especially jet to jet uctuations which are purely physical and not of instrumental
origin	
Second important dierences observed between GCALOR and GEANTFLUKA
were measured for both single particles and jets	 The issue of which package to use
for the hadronic endcap must be resolved with the analysis of test beam data which
should be available at the end of 	
Third an important deterioration of the energy resolution was observed when
high luminosity pileup was added to the jets	 The use of cell E
T
cuts was found to
improve the energy resolution	 The use of longitudinally changing layer cuts did not
appear to reduce pileup noise any better than the more simple tower cuts	 This could
be due to the existence of longitudinal correlations in the pileup noise as reported
in  !	 Finally the jet energy scale

in the presence of pileup noise was found to
depend on reconstruction cone size the magnitude of the cell cut and the jet energy	
Future studies using the new DICE geometry must address the issue of pro
viding accurate energy resolution smearing factors for use in particle level and fast
 
The jet energy scale is dened as the nominal generation energy of the jets divided by their peak
reconstructed energy

simulation studies	 The results of this note indicate that important contributions to
these smearing factors come from the presence of pileup noise and uctuations in the
particle multiplicity and angular scope of the jets	

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